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Orange Unified School District (OUSD) Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP)
Parent Survey Summary
The following is a summary of the data collected from the survey of OUSD parents. This data summary is
arranged to provide survey results by item.
Instrument:
Survey items were developed to capture respondents’ perceptions of how well the district is achieving
its LCAP goals for 2019-2020. This survey is structured so that respondents would retrospectively report
on the degree to which they felt each item was met, accomplished, or achieved.
Methods:
The survey was administered as an online only survey with an approximate 3-month administration
window; September 30, 2019 to December 20, 2019. Following standard Evaluation, Assessment & Data
Center (EADC) survey protocol, a website was created showing how many responses were received in
near-real time. The web address to this site was emailed to the district the day after the survey window
opened to ensure a high response rate. At the end of the survey window, 5,043 survey responses were
received (N=5,043).
Analysis:
The data analysis strategy for quantitative data consists of basic descriptive statistics (frequencies and
percentages); percentages were rounded to the nearest whole number. Unanswered items (i.e., blanks)
and items answered with “N/A” were excluded from the analysis. Percentages from the 2018-2019
survey (where applicable) are provided for comparison purposes.
All comments received are included in the Appendix by school site, comments that are confidential in
nature are listed separately. Comments are transcribed as they were received; only spelling and
punctuation were corrected where possible.
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From 2018/19 to 2019/20, parent perceptions of Focus Area 1 increased while
percentages in the other three area decreased, however, overall perceptions remain
high.
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Respondents by school.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
California Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Crescent Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fletcher Elementary
Handy Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Jordan Elementary
La Veta Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Olive Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Panorama Elementary
Prospect Elementary
Running Springs Elementary
Serrano Elementary
Sycamore Elementary
Taft Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
West Orange Elementary
Other: (write in) responses for 19/20:
• Community resident
• Jordan El, Villa Park HS
• Learning link
• Learning Links
• Learning links
• Learning links
• Learning links
• Learning links
• Learning links
• Learning links
• learning links

18/19 19/20
76
249
293
307
58
71
105
142
141
133
41
89
59
120
96
130
90
106
172
176
99
151
107
91
217
75
593
475
52
103
210
230
87
114
58
144
80
108
78
65
26
35
78
71
26
96
42
44
68
135
122
204
27
94

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18/19 19/20
92
83
Cerro Villa Middle School
48
El Rancho Charter Middle School 115
100
158
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
26
50
Portola Middle School
102
32
Santiago Charter Middle School
63
31
Yorba Middle School
272
189
Canyon High School
150
167
El Modena High School
94
92
Orange High School
8
1
Richland High School
134
375
Villa Park High School
2
2
Alternative Ed
5
5
Canyon Hills
8
7
Child Development Center
1
3
OUSD Community Day School
3
3
OUSD Home School
12
17
Orange Unified Pre-K SDC
2
22
Other: (write in)
7
0
No school selected

Learning links
Learning links
N/A
Pre-escolar
Pre-K
Preschool
Preschool
Preschool
Preschool
Preschool
Private schooling
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How many of your children currently attend OUSD schools?
18/19 19/20
1,449 3,075
1
1,857 1,363
2
668
296
3
216
74
4 or more
What grade(s) are they in? (check all that apply)
18/19 19/20
423
434
Preschool
7th
187
238
TK
8th
56
848
K
9th
732
737
1st
10th
615
758
2nd
11th
681
649
3rd
12th
657
683
4th
Adult Transition
th
778
704
5
th
648
609
6

18/19
477
493
463
360
311
239
10

19/20
196
203
301
254
241
178
7

Are you aware of our new Strategic Plan?
18/19 19/20
N/A
45%
Yes
N/A
55%
No
If yes, how would you rate Initiatives of the Strategic Plan we call the EDGE? (N=)
E = Excellence in Academics and Leadership
D = Dedicated and Engaged Communication
G = Genuine Wellness and Safety
E = Efficient Utilization of Fiscal Capital
18/19 19/20
N/A
45%
4 (Very Excited about it)
N/A
38%
3
N/A
12%
2
6%
1 (I Have No Interest in it) N/A
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Focus Area 1.0 of the OUSD Strategic Plan: Excellence in Academics and Leadership
Please rate how much you agree or disagree with each statement.
2018/19
NO
D
SD
n
SA
A
Student portfolios are a
helpful window into
3,988 38% 40% 19% 2% 1%
student learning.
I am confident that my
child will receive the
support they need to be
successful if they are
4,156 39% 44%
9%
6% 2%
struggling academically
or at risk of falling
behind.
Students often use
technology as a learning 4,153 47% 44%
6%
2% 1%
resource.
The technology
infrastructure is
4,142 34% 42% 14% 8% 2%
sufficient to meet
instructional needs.
Teachers effectively use
technology as an
4,129 40% 43% 12% 4% 1%
instructional resource.

2019/20
NO
A

D

SD

11%

2%

1%

43%

7%

8%

3%

49%

42%

5%

2%

1%

4,588

30%

43%

13%

9%

3%

4,606

38%

44%

11%

5%

1%

n

SA

4,693

39%

44%

4,605

38%

4,634

Notes. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Response options: Strongly Agree, Agree, No
Opinion, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, and Not Applicable. Unanswered items (i.e., blanks) and items answered with
Not Applicable were excluded from the analysis.

In this school students have plenty of opportunities to strengthen their: (check all that apply)
18/19
19/20
Rank
Rank
Count
Count
Communication skills
2
1
3,030
3,344
Writing skills
1
2
3,076
3,294
Creativity
3
3
2,791
3,047
Critical thinking skills
4
4
2,666
2,925
Teambuilding skills
5
5
2,519
2,759
Leadership skills
6
6
2,183
2,413
I’m not sure or None of the above
7
7
551
638
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Focus Area 2.0 of the OUSD Strategic Plan: Dedicated and Engaged Communication
Please rate how much you agree or disagree with each statement.
2018/19
NO
D
SD
n
SA
A
n
This school
communicates
effectively with me
about grades,
4,232 52% 40%
3%
4% 1% 4,582
assignments, and my
child’s academic
performance.
The school regularly
informs me of ways I
4,228 51% 40%
4%
3% 1% 4,510
can be involved at my
child’s school.
I am encouraged to take
part in or attend
4,195 48% 41%
8%
2% 1% 4,516
parent/family trainings,
workshops or events.
There is someone at this
school I can
communicate with in
4,038 64% 29%
6%
1% 0% 4,500
my preferred
language(s).
There is a staff member
at this school who
4,151 50% 37%
9%
3% 1% 4,506
listens when I have
something to say.

SA

2019/20
NO
A

D

SD

46%

40%

4%

6%

3%

46%

41%

6%

5%

2%

44%

41%

10%

4%

1%

58%

29%

6%

1%

1%

47%

36%

11%

3%

2%

Notes. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Response options: Strongly Agree, Agree, No
Opinion, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, and Not Applicable. Unanswered items (i.e., blanks) and items answered
with Not Applicable were excluded from the analysis.

In this school parents are given enough information to: (check all that apply)
18/19
19/20
Count Rank Count Rank
Support students to attend school regularly
2,943
1
3,306
1
Participate in school surveys
2,531
2
2,942
2
Ensure their child’s safety when they are
2,322
4
2,611
3
online and/or using technology
Provide academic/homework help
2,521
3
2,583
4
Influence school-level decisions
1,984
5
2,161
5
Enroll young children in early learning
1,798
6
2,157
6
programs (Preschool, TK and ETK)
I'm not sure or None of the above
519
7
516
7
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Focus Area 3.0 of the OUSD Strategic Plan: Genuine Wellness and Safety
Please rate how much you agree or disagree with each statement.
2018/19
NO
D
SD
n
SA
A
My child feels safe at school.
4,201 49% 42%
4%
3% 1%
I am confident that my child
or children will receive the
support they need to be
successful if they are
struggling with behavior or
4,089 38% 40% 14% 6% 2%
social-emotional issues
(including mental health
counselors and
psychologists).
Student discipline policies are
4,108 35% 42% 17% 5% 2%
consistently enforced.
My child is encouraged to get
4,150 43% 43% 10% 3% 1%
involved in school activities.

n
4,483

SA
45%

2019/20
NO
A
45% 5%

4,455

33%

41%

14%

7%

3%

4,427

31%

41%

19%

5%

3%

4,433

39%

46%

9%

4%

1%

D
4%

SD
2%

Notes. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Response options: Strongly Agree, Agree, No
Opinion, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, and Not Applicable. Unanswered items (i.e., blanks) and items answered
with Not Applicable were excluded from the analysis.

In this school my child has plenty of opportunities to participate in engaging
programs: (check all that apply)
18/19
19/20
Count Rank Count Rank
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
2,110
1
2,484
1
and Math)
VAPA (Visual and Performing Arts)
1,618
3
1,949
2
AVID (Advancement Via Individual
1,458
4
1,895
3
Determination)
Athletics
1,631
2
1,805
4
Robotics
1,085
5
1,500
5
I'm not sure or None of the above
1,060
6
991
6
(High Schools only) My child or children are encouraged to participate in: (check all that apply)
18/19
19/20
Count Rank Count Rank
AP/IB courses
344
2
418
1
SAT/PSAT
375
1
401
2
College level courses
N/A
N/A
351
3
SAT Prep
298
3
330
4
CTE (Career Technical Education) courses
230
4
238
5
A-G courses
211
5
221
6
I'm not sure or None of the above
126
6
107
7
7
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Focus Area 4.0 of the OUSD Strategic Plan: Efficient Utilization of Fiscal Capital
(High Schools only) How well do the following resources help your child or children plan for college
and/or career?
18/19
19/20
Very
Somewhat Not at all
Very
Somewhat Not at all
n
n
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
College
383
48%
45%
8%
467
52%
41%
7%
workshops
Career fairs
365
42%
50%
8%
418
46%
43%
10%
Meeting with
517
52%
37%
11%
577
50%
36%
14%
Counselor
Internships
252
56%
37%
7%
311
55%
34%
11%
Classes that
offer real life
383
60%
33%
7%
447
59%
33%
8%
experiences
Financial Aid/
Scholarships
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
360
53%
34%
13%
workshops
Notes. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Response options: Very Helpful, Somewhat
Helpful, Not at all Helpful, and Not Applicable or Did Not Use. Unanswered items (i.e., blanks) and items
answered with Not Applicable or Did Not Use were excluded from the analysis.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that will help
them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
(n=1,244 comments)
School
Anaheim Hills Elementary
California Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Crescent Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fletcher Elementary
Handy Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Jordan Elementary
La Veta Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Olive Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Panorama Elementary
Prospect Elementary
Running Springs Elementary
Serrano Elementary
Sycamore Elementary
Taft Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
West Orange Elementary

Positive Comments
157

School

Count
71
75
20
58
23
28
18
37
29
29
30
25
24
69
36
75
27
26
23
12
5
20
24
8
29
46
25

Cerro Villa Middle School
El Rancho Charter Middle School
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
Portola Middle School
Santiago Charter Middle School
Yorba Middle School
Canyon High School
El Modena High School
Orange High School
Richland High School
Villa Park High School
Alternative Ed
Canyon Hills
Child Development Center
OUSD Community Day School
OUSD Home School
Orange Unified Pre-K SDC
Other: (write in)
No school selected

Mixed Sentiment Comments
49

Count
29
10
60
10
6
9
54
37
19
0
107
0
0
1
2
1
3
4
0

Suggestions for Improvement
1,038
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Appendix
School
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A stage to perform on. More than just 1 Parent-Teacher Conference per
year, and especially not just in the 1st month of school. Not require online
homework, unless the District is willing to check out computers to all kids in
need. School/District funded field trips.
• Access to tutor programs better infrastructure at school consistent
monitoring of children with older peers to ensure no bullying or potentially
abuse does not occur
• Allow access to homework online at least until 6pm, they Are barely getting
time to eat and when.finished they Can’t log in anymore.
• An area I see that could use improvement is on writing. There seems to be
more emphasis on science and math, which is great. But writing and helping
students formulate thoughts and ideas in writing is also important.
• Assign reading comprehension and writing exercises to do at home.
• Bring different professionals to meet the students and talk what they do
and how to prepare school. Have a career day fair at the school.
• Consider new or old Language Arts and Math programs that have proven
successful in other districts across the U.S.Our programs have tons of busy
work and don’t always assess what students really know.State and district
testing not always test standards,but higher level concepts, not at grade
level.
• Continue to remind kids that God is Good all the time. Continue to be in
Christ like attitude and be kind to all. Thank you 😊😊 🙏🙏🙏🙏
• For students struggling academically there have to be more options for
assistance. As parents it is overwhelming to try and help our kids, especially
if there are issues with learning.
• Funding in elementary schools for music, arts, dance and PE! I was shocked
to learn arts funding has to be provided entirely by funds raised by the PTA!
• I appreciate that Spanish is now offered after school. Please continue this
program.
• I can’t think of anything more. I love AHES and all the teachers and staff. I
could not have asked for a better school for my children.
• I feel my child came into the kinder program completely blindsided. I feel
like school are expecting way too much from students at an early age. My
son was so stressed out he began grinding his teeth at night and having
meltdowns. He was having 2 tests a week and he’s 5! Teachers have to rush
:(
• I feel some of the class rooms need update on tables, chairs, &visual
overheads. They need to be updated to help the teachers improve their
teaching ability & so they have the tools they need to be productive. I feel
that an aid would be beneficial in each younger classroom when the kids
are young.
• I feel that the classes are overcrowded. That is life in CA I guess, but at
Anaheim Hills Elementary, they have the 1st grade and K classes all
interconnected where the walls are all open. I feel that would be so
distracting for the students and teachers. That school needs more space.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I found it very disturbing that the school did not have an assembly or
provide the kids with a lesson on Veterans Day. It should be a priority to
teach the students the importance of this day and give the people who
serve our country the respect they deserve. Very disappointing!!
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I have a student with an IEP at Anaheim hills elementary school
And I do not recommend any child with an IEP attend that school. Neither
staff nor school climate(peers or community) support him or us.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I think it would benefit the children and parents to have more
information/guidance on how to help children who have behavioral
problems or other struggles (ADD etc.). I know they can seek out medical
help, but many dont know where to start. Advice on that would be good
for all.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I want more STEAM programs to be offered after school and available to
ALL grades. I think we have some programs like this but I have very little
information about when they are or how to enroll.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I wish reducing class size was an option.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I would like the campus to be updated with a playground that has no sand
and more grass in the playing area.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• I’m only in my second year at the school so there is a lot I still need to learn
but overall I love this school and so does my son so that’s all that matters.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• In addition to all the focus on technology, time should also be spent on
students handwriting skills and actual spelling/ grammar proficiency where
auto-correct/spell- check cannot be used.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Inform students of appropriate behaviors when in the bathroom and
concerning their private parts. Especially young boys.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Is there a tutoring program or a source at the school that could help those
kids falling behind or struggling to reach grade level standards?
Perhaps afterschool or weekends?
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• It will be nice if the school offers tutors at a low cost to help students that
are falling behind.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• It would be nice if there was an after school tutoring program.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Maintain a focus on unstructured play during recess periods including
access to the field. My child is under the impression he is disallowed to play
football, tag, and other such games during recess.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Make all books that are in use for each grade easily available for
students/parents to access at home.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Make necessary and needed improvements to campus - update bathrooms,
provide shade, provide the school materials to enforce safe parking lot
behaviors on the part of parents..
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• Meet and interview a career person twice a month. Discuss what they do
and why they choose that profession. What school preparation requires to
achieve their field?
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• More challenging writing assignments. Group students according to ability
and challenge higher level students more.
Anaheim Hills Elementary
• More consistency between teachers amongst grade levels. When filling out
this survey I felt as if the teacher of my first grader does a lot of these
things but not the teacher of my second grader.
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• More reinforcement programs. An open space dedicated for children to
voice concerns.
• More support in the gen ed classrooms with the inclusion program. More
instructional Aides, co-teachers, counselors, and mental health support are
necessary for all students to be successful. Are there any resources for the
GATE identified students in gen ed, or just for special ed students??
• My 6th grader often complains that that most of what she learns is barely
explained. My 5th grader got in trouble for not completing Kahn Academy
from the previous year, when that teacher didn't require her to do it. Both
kids are struggling and there seems to be no one that cares.
• My only request is to please rid of the sand on campus
• Need more options outside of GATE testing to individualize learning for
students who perform very well but perhaps aren’t suited to GATE. The
learning can be “one size fits all” a more tailored approach would benefit all
the kids
• Nutrition!!!! The lunch options that are available for students are appalling.
Please look into alternative ways to provide healthy, organic lunch options example Choice Lunch is a great lunch delivery service
• Offer advanced programs for students who would benefit from the
challenge. Perhaps dedicate a separate 30 time slot for these students as a
reward for academic excellence. I disagree with the elimination of the
honors program, there should be a comparable replacement.
• Our school is great bc of the teachers staff and parents. More district
support and opportunities would be appreciated. We have security and
surround sound for students bc pta pays for it. Keep our school updated
please. Keeping a strong school strong takes work. I commend the AHES
staff. Thanks.
• Outside play & structures are poor. Not enough supervision on playground.
More hands on learning. Not just paperwork for learning.
• Provide homework help and tutoring to younger students (perhaps by using
older students), especially for those already spending several hours at
CARES after school program. Teach about careers, and the pathway to
college. Allow for different learning styles versus forcing a certain way
• Provide more grants to this school. Since it’s not a title one school and stop
asking parents for money!
• Provide onsite guidance counselors to speak to children every trimester
about current and future academic challenges to help prepare them for
middle school, high school and college- help them create an academic plan
and path early
• Reliable technology that consistently works in the classroom and
throughout the school for teachers and students. Provide funding to the
hills schools which historically receive very little from the district compared
to the other schools in the district. AHES is an old school which needs
attention

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Require teachers to use the aeries grade system so parents know how their
child is doing academically. Require teachers to input more than 5-6
assignments per trimester per subject in order to show a well rounded
academic opportunity and growth. Have a full time mental health counselor
on campus.
• School safety, secure the perimeter of the school. The bullying problem.
Communication between teacher parent and student. Suffice recess shade
and safe equipment
• Set up a traffic light by entrance to help traffic and prevent accidents. Add
surveillance cameras for extra security.
• Smaller class sizes. More instructional assistant (IA) support for classes
especially K-3. Leadership opportunities for 1-3 grades.
• Some thing need to be done about the parking situation for the school. We
can not attend the school performance’s without being scared that our car
will be towed.
• Steady teachers in rsp program and more available counselors. To help with
social and mental health issues. Been very unhappy.
• Students that are falling behind academically are not given enough support.
They are given easier tests or re-tests to simply move on to the next grade
level. These students need help in smaller groups at a slower pace.
• Teach cursive writing!
Put sanitary disposal units in restroom.
• Teachers did not communicate anything regarding my son’s lack of
attention and struggling to follow directions. In Kinder, this had been going
on for months without me being notified by the teacher. Better
communication needs to occur with parents and support of kids with
ADHD.
• The biggest problem at this school is the focus on the affluent families.
There is little to no concern if you are a regular, but the parents that give
the most, have children who get the most. It’s not what they know, it’s who
knows you. It’s a popularity contest and the teachers are guilty.
• The class sizes are way to big for elementary. If a child is in the middle or at
the top, there isn’t enough time or teacher student ratio to advance the
student’s skill set....a lot falls on parents at home since the ratio 30+1. All 3
of my kids struggle with writing. All from Ahes.
• The classroom’s size is too big so I think the teachers need an assistant.
• The new approval process for parent volunteers is completely
unacceptable. At this point we will likely lose over half the school year,
which is a huge detriment to our children's learning and an example of
mismanagement on behalf of OUSD.
• The new TK program gives slight advantage to thoskids entering kinder.
Not everyone qualifies for the TK program due to timing but all the parents
who attended, along with the kids and teacher all knew each other - which
made it more difficult for new kids to adjust as the kids are already bonded.
• The school parking lot and drop off/pick up area are dangerous for the
students. Someone is eventually going to get hit.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Anaheim Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The schools need a STEAM. Teacher. They also need a stronger writing
program
• The teacher needs to be more understanding with students who are
struggling, especially mine. Not always focus on the negative but on the
positive things they are doing. I personally don't feel my childs teacher
cares enough to help with the struggles my child has academically.
• The teachers have been great about communicating weekly on updates for
the week or the next week. We only have parent/teacher conferences at
the beginning of the school year, it my be helpful to have one twive a year
to discuss specifics on how to help our kids improve if there are any
deficiencies
• The volunteer approval process has taken way too long this year. With 30+
children in each class these teachers depend on the parent volunteers and
this year the clearance process has been disgraceful. Lets do everything in
our power to support these teachers and in turn our kids educations.
Thanks
• There are so many children in the class, I'm not sure that my child is able to
get optimal attention from the teacher. The teacher must engage with
children that are exceptional (in any regard), and for children who are
average, I am concerned that they are not engaged optimally.
• There is no homework help. Also, while technology is an important&helpful
tool it is over used as a teaching method instead of a supplemental
assistant.The school does not teach typing(keyboard hand placement)& it
barely teaches cursive handwriting. Kids are not taught how to study
correctly.
• We are new to OUSD and I feel nobody ever guided or helped us to
navigate, portal or even mentioned report cards or anything. Because my
kids were a few grades out of kinder everyone assumed we knew how to
navigate. Some teachers are not helpful.
• We are very happy with AHES!
• We need a bit more guidance in the front office. Often times, I do not feel
comfortable asking simple questions because I feel that I am bothering the
front staff. A friendlier face when you walk into the school would be really
nice.
• We would like to see Anaheim Hills Elementary School includes Social and
Emotional Learning into the kids’ curriculum. For lower grades, we would
like the kids involve more in STEAM, Coding, or Robot programs. Thank you!

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Academic standards cater to the lowest common denominator rather than higher
standards, full inclusivity & parents input. There are several reward activities
where students are evaluating on their parents participation to attend i.e. 97%
attendance, hmwk signature,Halloween parade (lack of costumes)
• Add a little bit of more security so our children will feel comfortable going to the
restroom during class time ... also feel secure while they wait to be picked up
• Am very satisfied with my child school.
• Am very satisfied with my child school.
• Animando le y enculcandole los valores y principios para k ellos sean el ejemplo
del futuro y enseñándole a seguir una carrera y k ellos mismos se sientan seguro y
sobre todo k los escuchen cuando ellos ablan cuando ellos necesitan su ayuda ai
están para ayudar le [Encouraging him and concealing the values and principles so
that they are the example of the future and teaching him to follow a career and
that they feel safe and above all they listen to them when they speak when they
need your help there they are to help you]
• At this moment education has been extremely great! However, I believe that We
need a variety of boOks at California’s library to increase book reading.
• Ayuda de tutoría hace falta , mi hijo va atrasado en lectura y se le está haciendo
muy difícil pregunte pero no tienen y creo que le serviría muchísimo [Tutoring
help is needed, my son is late in reading and is having a hard time asking but they
don't have one and I think it would help him a lot]
• Be more creative
• Be more understanding that children get sick and should be allowed a doctors
note to not count against them!!!
• California Elementary is the best school everything is great my kids are
comfortable there my oldest son went there he always goes back to see his old
teachers and greet him with joy .
• California is the greatest school in orange California
• Children need more one on ine time with a teacher or aid. Ive observed children
struggeling with their work or undertanding a lecture and they tend to just get left
behind do to the Overwhelming class size and extensive curriculums to follow with
no assistance. To much homework for children!.
• College and career readiness standards are what students need to learn in each
grade level to make sure they are prepared for college when they graduate from
high school. Having curriculum and pathways for graduation that are aligned with
state and career readiness standards.
• Consider working with kids with broken family pay more attention to them.
• Continue with the amazing communication and hard work. My family is very
happy with the academics and are excited for our other son to join next year.
• Creo que uno como padre también debe de motivarlos día a dia para que ellos
también sepan que tienen el apoyo de sus padres [I think that one as a father
should also motivate them day by day so that they also know that they have the
support of their parents.]
• De la manera en no dejarles tanta tarea para que no se frustren los niños en casa
[How not to leave them so much homework so that children are not frustrated at
home]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Están asiendo un buen trabajo en los nińos [They are doing a good job in the
children]
• Estar alpendiente de eyos asistir alas juntas animarlos y tener un compromiso con
nuestros maestros y juntos para que nuestros ninos se sientan felizes y queridos y
sobretodo escucharlos [To be dependent on theirs to attend the wings together,
to encourage them and to have a commitment with our teachers and together so
that our children feel happy and loved and, above all, listen to them.]
• Field trips to colleges/universities and more hands on experiences
• For the elementary students that are not in dual immersion programs it would be
great if there were opportunities to learn other languages or enroll in basic
language classes. Other performing arts actvities would be nice to be involved in
• Get rid of homework.
https://www.salon.com/2016/03/05/homework_is_wrecking_our_kids_the_resea
rch_is_clear_lets_ban_elementary_homework/?fbclid=IwAR1NgJ9SQ0fk1KuvDPZo
0
My husband and I work- my child is at school until 6. The last thing he wants to do
is come home and do homework. It’s such a fight.
• Have a class on life skills such as saving, budgeting, planning.
• Have my child spend time on coding
• Having administrative staff at the front office that is more patient and friendly to
all people entering, just like the children’s teachers, would help better shape these
young children with their experience when dealing with professionals in various
settings without having fear or less confidence.
• Help assist in knowing how much ipad time is done in classroom and/or needed at
home to complete homework. At time my child states she did her ipad time at
school but she was still referred to the icare program. I would love to know exactly
how much time exactly is needed at home for ipad homework
• Honestly, I am very happy with how California Elementary has provided the help it
has for my child.
• I already like what the district is doing.
Great job
• I don’t have any suggestions, but I do want to say that I am very satisfied with the
way california elementary is taking care of my childs education. It is very easy to
get in contact with teachers regarding questions/concerns and that is always very
helpfull.
• I personally think that they have helped my child in many ways
• I think bilingual will help them later in life
• I think everything they do is good
• I think it will help are kids by teaching them what they need to learn
• I think they are doing great already
• I want there to be more supervised at play time
• I would like opportunity to have my vhildren in language classes and sports
programs. I’m also interested in having my children be involved in media arts and
performing arts.
• I would like to be able to be given more information about after school programs
or tutoring for my child.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I’m very satisfied with California they communicate everything very well. I feel like
my daughter is learning and is challenged with both languages. It’s exciting to see
how much she has learn in such little time. Thank you for the opportunity that she
has been given this is a amazing school.
• Im not sure if my idea is something that is already being put to work. A smart idea
for teachers to have is a graph of none attending college students vrs attending
college students. That will show them the difference in both outcomes for the
future. This is good way to plant a seed.
• It think it will help are kids by different languages and helping them with
math,homework,reading,social studys.
• Lo que ami me gustaria que mejore es el personal de lonche cuando salen los
niños asus recreos:) [What I would like to improve is the lunch staff when the
children leave their recess :)]
• Math,English,
• Me parace que este momento estan Muy bien actualizados [It seems to me that
this moment is very well updated]
• More hands on projects and more school activities
• More interaction between students and teachers is needed. Technology is
important but learning shouldn’t only come from iPads.
Thank you.
• More one on one with struggling students. Less homework. Less classroom sizes or
add a teachers aid. Kindergarten teachers need more help! To many kids to much
to learn with tablets and only one teacher to assist 30 plus 5 year olds.
• More positive support, less consequential discipline. Less focus on perfect
attendance or being on time. If children are consistently late or tardy, the need
more support not consequences. Homework club as an immediate punishment
before talking to parents about why assignments are missing.
• Motivar más a los padres a los talleres para obtener más herramientas para
apoyar anuestros hijos que tiene que ser nuestra prioridad y poder prevenir los
peligros en la escuela y fuera dela escuelas para obtener un futuro mejor para
nuestro hijos y que sé sientan seguro [Motivate more parents to the workshops to
obtain more tools to support our children that must be our priority and be able to
prevent the dangers in school and outside schools to obtain a better future for our
children and that they feel safe]
• My only suggestion may be to explicitly show parents their child’s academic path
to college via the dual immersion program. For example, I would love to see which
specific Spanish classes my kids will be taking once they get to middle- and
highschool, and how these will benefit them in college.
• Necessitate mas herramienta para los clu despues de clashes [Need more tool for
clu after clashes]
• No comments at this moment. I am extremely satisfied with the results my
daughter is showing because of these goals and programs at California.
• OUSD doesn’t need to improve my child’s educational experience.
• Para mi opinion es mas trabajar en el autoestima como alientarlos a tu puedes
vuelve a intentarlo. [For my opinion it is more to work on self-esteem as to
encourage them you can try again.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Partner with CARES program onsite at California Elementary. Allow kids to enroll in
multiple after school programs throughout the week ex art, photo, gardening...
• Que cada padre de familia ponga de su parte para ayudar a los ninos en la casa de
sea manera estan aprendiendo en dos lugares en la escuela y en la casa [Have
each parent do their part to help the children at home so they are learning in two
places at school and at home]
• Que en un futuro se pueda ensenar musica a ninos de edad mas temprana y
cada nino tenga su instrumento y aiga suficientes para cada uno que desee tocar ,
instrumento ya que hay ninos de quinto grado que les encantaria tocar algun
instrumento y no se les da la oportunidad ..... [That in the future music can be
taught to children of an earlier age and each child has his instrument and aiga
enough for everyone who wants to play, instrument since there are children of
fifth grade who would love to play some instrument and they are not given the
opportunity .....]
• Que los padres les dediquemos tiempo para tareas y apollandolos en cada evento
escolar asi se motivan mas a echarle Ganas ala escuela. [That parents dedicate
time for homework and support them in each school event so they are more
motivated to make you want to school.]
• she loves projects and group exercises
• Siempre los Padres deben estar enbueltos en el desarrollo escolar para motivarlos
mas a seguir con sus metas. [Parents should always be involved in school
development to motivate them to continue with their goals.]
• So far everything is great
• Soccer club should be open to all that wish to participate, more athletics to be
offered
• Some things that can improve are after school Homework help.I also think that
they should receive more homework because my son at times arrives from school
without homework.Another thing is that the school should apply cameras to see
around.
• The school can teach children about the jobs he or she can be when they gorw up.
• Therapy add someone who actually knows about mental issues and other disorder
• This school is great opportunity for my kids
• Tienen que tener todo el apoyo didactico y sobre todo interés El Niño de querer
aprender y en casa seguir con el plan de la escuela [They have to have all the
didactic support and especially El Niño interest in wanting to learn and at home to
continue with the school plan]
• Tienen un programa para que lo noños viciten colejios locales y le prmiten usar la
camisa de el colejio de su preferencia [They have a program for children to visit
local schools and allow them to wear the shirt of the school of their choice]
• Todo esta bien [Everything is fine]
• Todo está bien hay mucha comunicación [Everything is fine there is a lot of
communication]
• Todo esta en perfecta comunicación muchas gracias [Everything is in perfect
communication thank you very much]
• Todo muy biem [All very well]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary
California Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Upload homework online so parents or students can print them out or use a digital
copy to reduce paper used. I hope this is a future option.
• Visit more colleges throughout the year. I love to see my children wearing their
college shirt every week.
• Visitar otras escuelas para ver cómo se trabaja y motivar a los estudiantes a
mejorar su nivel académico [Visit other schools to see how to work and motivate
students to improve their academic level]
• Yes I feel like me kids education is good.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary

Cambridge Elementary

Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary
Cambridge Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• 0-5yr old programs
• Better communication with parents. More consistent discipline structure.
• I wish there was an app where we can use to communicate with teachers
• Just bye starting good encourage to learn at an early age.
• Me gustaría que hubiera concursos de lectura o algo así para animar a los niños a
leer más.
O de deletreo para que los niños suban su nivel de lectura.
Y que hubiera oportunidad de que la escuela tenga un equipo de fútbol para,niñas
y niños que sea accesible para los niños que no cueste tanto. [I wish there were
reading contests or something to encourage children to read more.
Or spelling for children to increase their reading level.
And that there was an opportunity for the school to have a soccer team for girls
and boys that is accessible to children that don't cost as much.]
• More funding for pre school program so they have what they need for the little
ones and maybe a bit more help for our teachers too that be great not a lot of
parents get to help out like they would like too. And I mean they have a lot of
baby’s to look after
• More preschool funding more programs for all kids arts music
• More teacher support/help in the pre-K class
• Prek
• Preschool
• Preschool
• Preschool
• Preschool
• Preschool
• Pre-school
• Preschooler
• Prescolar
• Que el tiempo de aprendisaje sea mas largo para que tengan la oportunidad de
aprender mas. [Let the learning time be longer so that they have the opportunity
to learn more.]
• Sometimes high achieving students are overlooked because they are doing well,
but that means they aren't often challenged to their full potential.
• Thanks all of you !

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Better teachers
Smaller schools/classes
• Children’s class size are too big for 1 teacher with VERY limited teacher’s aide
assistance. My child is not getting enough close attention at this early age of
learning. Feels bad for teacher and all the children in class. Teachers rely on
parent volunteers but parents are not properly trained.
• Class sizes need to be addressed. In addition, technology is almost 100%
supported by PTA. There are schools in the OUSD that have better classroom set
ups (some Title 1 schools) than this school. Appropriate funding needs to be
addressed.
• Clear sheets and old school projectors are used to teach lessons and some
teachers discourage the use of technology to assist in note taking. A message
recently came out stating that we want students prepared as 21st century
learners. The level of technology used is not aligned with that goal.
• Close eye on attendance, children’s actions/attitudes towards school, more
interactive learning instead of all the computers and I pads.
• Communicate without judgment
• Consistency with grade level expectations and standards based curriculum.
Teacher training that encourages creative thinkers and not a test taking culture.
I find that teachers, grade levels and schools differ drastically in assessments
used, grading, instructional practices, and technology avail.
• Early interventions both academically, emotionally and behaviorally.
• Get rid of early release on Wednesday. Makes it harder for parents who work!
2. Release all classes at the same time. The current method of tiered release
times only causes more backup as parents suck up the parking and pickup line
for the higher grades long before Kinder is released.
• Have a Career Day. The kids are overwhelmed choosing a college shirt, when
they don't know where the college is or what they can learn there. They choose
based on outside influences such as sports teams they have heard of, parents
choosing for them, etc. Kids feedback is it's too early.
• have a GATE program at Canyon Rim
• Help with timed testing. Offer tutoring to help students with subjects they're
not performing well in. Psychologist, my child has been a victim of bullying and
school has no idea!Giving children computers early on , discussing requirements
for college admission n exposure to a variety of careers.
• I do feel confident that if my child were struggling academically that he or she
would receive help, however I'm not necessarily finding my children being
challenged academically on the other end of the spectrum. Are we challenging
and encouraging students to grow at all levels?
• I don't know what a "student portfolio" is(1st ?).Our lunch recess has continued
to be an environment of conflict.Need more staff training & consistent
consequences.These behaviors carry over to the classroom.Teachers need to
know about issues @ recess.Gates need to open earlier in a.m.Not safe.
• I feel that a FEW of the teachers at Canyon Rim lack the desire to be effective.
Because of these teachers students miss out on opportunities to excel. Student
class placement practices are unfair because of the ineffective teachers. Some
Canyon Rim staff and teachers are complacent.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I think that some kids are Singled out and maybe even picked on
• I think that students should be placed in classes by academic
achievement/ability, and not mixed in with kids who are below grade level.
• I wish the PTA didn't have to fundraise so much to provide basic tech needs to
our school whereas Title 1 schools receives so much more.
• I would like to see an afterschool STEM program for kids (k-6). That encourages
them to learn further. This can be at an additional cost to parents. But I see a
lack of opportunities for growth and interest for my kindergartener at this
school.
• I would like to see the district roll out a strategic plan for technology that not
only allows for Title I schools to have the updated technology resources they
need, but ALL schools in the district. Dr. Owen continually talked about what her
former school had and I wish Canyon Rim was at par.
• Improve teacher quality. Reduce class size
• Improve the special education department at the school site by exciting the staff
on best practices, confidentiality, intervention, and goal
development.Implement early interventions to struggling students that take
place during the school day not just after school.
• In the short time she has been at this school, I like what I see from our newest
principal compared to our last principal.
• Language arts is very weak at Canyon Rim.
• Less focus on drawing, gardens, shapes and colors—more emphasis on reading,
writing, math, science; some art and sport instruction but not too much
• Less homework. Teach practical skills.
• Limit class size to no more than 20 for K through 2. Teachers who have taught
for 20+ years and with multiple complaints need to be moved elsewhere even if
it's in the middle of the school year. The students shouldn't have to suffer with
terrible teachers who talk down to their students.
• Lower class sizes. 25 max should be the limit.
• Make sure the kids participate at the classroom and do academic,activities and
study hard .
• Make sure they are participating at the classroom and involve to some of the
activities and other academic stuff.
• More sports activities
• More structured PE classes; introduce art classes and foreign language
education.
• My 4th grade child’s teacher, Mrs. Kim, is teaching her skills (such as page
reference and critical thinking) that will prepare her for middle school and
beyond!
• My biggest complaint is class sizes. I was so disappointed to hear how many
students are in y child’s kindergarten class. I feel for the teachers who are
understandably overwhelmed but the amount of students and wish our kids had
a better ability to get one on one he’ll regularly

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• My responses differ from last year’s because of the teacher/grade level team.
The grade level teachers follow archaic practices (homework, art projects
completed solely at home without classroom instruction) that do not reflect
current educational research (Hattie, Tomlinson).
• Need more STEM activity at canyon rim.
• One way to help improve in this area is to allow for more opportunities for the
students to present small projects, papers, posters, etc orally to help them
prepare for public speaking and presenting to class out loud.
• Please include more activities in class and at recess that foster teamwork,
collaboration, and good sportsmanship. Students must be proud of their
contributions as a team member, too. Not everyone can do it all alone nor be
the leader.
• Please lower class sizes!! California has a 24:1 ratio and there are too many kids
in the classes at Canyon Rim. Many families are leaving because of this and will
continue to leave if they can get smaller class sizes elsewhere.
• Please relook are the budgets for non-title one schools in our district. The PTA is
expected to raise too many funds for technology. Technology like iPads and
chrome books should be a given In today’s educational society and not a nice to
have. Continue to look at campus safety.
• PleSe make classroom size smaller it is way over crowded to have 30 kids in a
class
• Reduce class size. Improve teacher quality.
• Reduce class size. Teachers cannot meet all students needs with the amount of
children in each classroom. Provide pull out or push in support for students with
IEPs, these students are not having their needs met and it impacts the other
students when the teachers are overextended.
• Reducing class sizes. Currently my son is in a kinder class of 30 kids. That’s way
too high IMO. Should be no more than 18-20 max
• Smaller class size
• Smaller class size. Too many kids in each class.
• Spanish classes for students, budgeting for school garden open to all students,
teaching assistance for teachers leading combo classes and those with 25+
students
• Teacher to student ratio needs to improve.
Discipline for in room behavior is not well enforced. We have experienced this
directly.
• Technology is lacking at this school. What we have is almost 100% funded by the
PTA just so students can take regular testing. I’ve seen other schools in the
district that have 1-to-1 devices & “smart” classrooms funded by district money
because they are considered a title 1 school. This is insane.
• The amount of 1 on 1 aids & support to IEP students deeply concerns me. It is a
reward to claim your child needs help. The system harms the non IEP children by
using funds that should support and improve all of our children’s education.
Focus should be on developing creative & innovative minds.
• The class size is too large for Kindergarten. I consistently have to teach concepts
that aren’t learned in the classroom setting due to the number of students.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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School
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary
Canyon Rim Elementary

Canyon Rim Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The class sizes are terribly large. Although my girls have amazing and well
trained teachers, the teachers can’t teach as effectively as they could if they had
20-24 students. If it wasn’t for parent volunteers, k-2 students would drown and
academics would suffer greatly.
• The PTA page should be updated more &we get random calls on different nights.
It’s used to be every Wed with all the info the upcoming week/month. For
instance, I got a call with a quick mention of lunch with a loved one in two days.
Can I get off work in short notice? What time is it at? More info!
• This district needs to SPEND MORE MONEY ON HIRING TEACHERS!
30 - 1 student / teacher ratio is absurd and has no pedagogical or curriculum
merit. We currently have a 5 year old in a TK class with 29 other 4/5 year olds.
This is an impossible learning environment and the district needs to address.
• Traffic or parking control so families have a safe place to pick up or drop off their
children.
• Two words.... better teachers
• We have a great PTA that hosts fundraisers throughout the year. I would like to
see the district be responsible for certain costs and not PTA. Teacher
communication and grade loading is not always timely or consistent. It depends
on the teacher. Please encourage teachers to input grades promptly.
• We need to evaluate these teachers. Some are just wasted space. Also,
homework and tests are ridiculous at this school. I am sure some kids enjoy
extra homework and some don’t. We are stressing out our kids. They need to
enjoy school at this young age. Their are some social stresses today.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Chapman Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• ALL teachers need to be trained in differentiating instruction and meeting the
needs for ALL types of learners. We made the decision to keep gate student at
home school as other families did as well. Integrate all types of writing within all
content areas. Musical theater!
• As a new kinder parent, it has been confusing at times. Over 30 kids to one
teacher and no aide is not a viable way for children this young to learn. Aides
are necessary especially in the younger classrooms. We don’t really know
what’s going on in the classroom and there is no HW. We are in the dark
• CH needs a balanced homework policy especially in math and writing. Learning
at home is such an essential part of parent involvement and without standard
homework assignments I’m left in the dark about the content by child is
learning.
• Continue to provide more STEAM experience and learning.
• Dual language immersion
• I wish that foreign language was an elective course that could be taken through
the elementary schools.
• I would like to see a more structured physical education program.
• Let them learn more about careers.
• Make Chapman Hills Elementary a GATE school
• More supplies for stem for younger children
• No matter how amazing our teachers are (and at chapman hills, we have the
best teachers), kids can not get the individual attention and specific learning
help they need with class sizes as large as they are.
• Offer more help/programs to struggling students so they don’t fall further
behind.
• Please consider amending how you treat tardiness at the elementary level. If
my children are 1-4 minutes late due to extra traffic or some other minor issue,
over the course of the year parents have truancy hanging over their head as
issue, even though my children are actually doing well in school.
• Possibly offer tutoring after school.
• Promote more music, theater and arts.
• Provide an opportunity for parent to parent communication
• School does so well in all areas all I can say is maybe some language classes for
Spanish or French.
• Smaller class size.
• Teachers are great, the administration is lacking especially [staff member].
• The Edge stuff and the endless amounts of money spent on marketing
something with zero substance or meaning behind it really needs to come to an
end. DO THE ONE THING PEOPLE KEEP LEAVING THE DISTRICT FOR! PUT YOUR
MONEY INTO LOWER CLASS SIZES! You guys just do not get it. Decades of
failure continue
• There needs to be consistency from one teacher/year to the next. Some
teachers/years we have homework and some we don’t. Tt’s hard to teach
habits when it is so inconsistent. It is also hard to explain to my first grader who
is doing homework why my 3rd grader doesn’t have homework.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Use of the ClassDojo. Really helps with the communication
• Would rather have extra school activities be focused on academics instead of
the feeling that I need to buy a superhero costume or a 50s day outfit which
creates more chaos and busywork?

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Crescent Elementary
• All teachers need to be on the same page. Provide more opportunities for how
these goals are supposed to look in the classroom for them.
Crescent Elementary
• Apply avid program to gate kids. I don’t know if I have the name correct. It is
the organizational skills program
Crescent Elementary
• Crescent's leadership is head and shoulders above that at AHES resulting in a
superior overall experience from academics and faculty behavior to the way the
school parking lot functions. AHES has improved greatly with last years
leadership change but still has work to do to operate more efficiently
Crescent Elementary
• Help parents prepare to have conversation with the kids before they have to go
to school with a college shirt. Some families don't have school affiliations that
influence the kid's choice. Provide guidance to parents on where to get college
brochures, etc to discuss with their kids.
Crescent Elementary
• I think instead of just having music and drawing you guys should also offer
sports for those kids that don't enjoy music or drawing
Crescent Elementary
• I think teachers need to be aware of comments and behavior being displayed in
the upper grades. My child has come home in tears. It was only addressed with
the teacher when I reached out. She had been aware. I was disappointed she
didn’t reach out initially.
Crescent Elementary
• If possible, can the staff provide outside workbooks or reference material for
additional practice for particular subjects a student may find challenging.
Crescent Elementary
• I'm hopeful that my older son will have more academic support than he did the
year prior. I'm also hopeful that the school will not reprimand my son for
defending himself after being assaulted by another student. There is certainly
room for improvement. So far, this year is going well!
Crescent Elementary
• I'm very happy with the school and all they have offered my boys so far. At this
time I don't have any suggestions.
Crescent Elementary
• It would be good if they can have more activities after school.
Crescent Elementary
• Just by doing what they are already doing! Consistently keeping the Teachers
trained and up to date on new things.
Crescent Elementary
• Keep offering challenging assignments to empower their learning.
If a kid is struggling in a specific area or with a teacher, communication with
parent via email would be super helpful.
Crescent Elementary
• More focus on communication and leadership skills
Crescent Elementary
• More help for kids who are struggling. Home work club would also be
awesome!
Crescent Elementary
• More steam work- outings to companies etc.that will get them ready for college
and carrier- ready and give them more solid idea on what they want to be
Crescent Elementary
• Need to have more emphasis on creativity, critical thinking and problem solving
in the assignments that are given. More differentiated instruction at lower
grades.
Crescent Elementary
• New water fountains and Restrooms as the ones there are disgusting and
unsafe, cut the grass at least once a week. Grass during parent night was not
cut and the lawn maintenance crew is never addressed. PTA did a nice job of
painting the tables and helping get covers from the bird droppings.
Crescent Elementary
• Please provide better infrastructure. Clean and newer bathrooms, working sinks
and coolers, lunch tables and grass areas without animal droppings are basic
things we can expect
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Crescent Elementary

Crescent Elementary
Crescent Elementary

Crescent Elementary

Crescent Elementary

Crescent Elementary
Crescent Elementary
Crescent Elementary
Crescent Elementary

Crescent Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Public speaking is a vital skill to help build confidence (among other benefits). I
was disappointed this year when I learned that the 3rd grade GATE classes were
giving students the opportunity to deliver speeches, while the traditional 3rd
grade classes are not given that same opportunity.
• Smaller class sizes. Our 4th grade class has 36 students making it very difficult
for any teacher to teach effectively for all students.
• Special Needs Teachers need a variety of sensory activities, visual schedules(i.e:
first & then boards, pecs, token boards) that most Teachers will never have to
incorporate but unfortunately those are additional expenses. Without these
resources & insufficient aides, our children are disadvantaged
• There needs to be smaller classroom sizes. And teachers need aids to help
them. 1 teacher for 33 students is way too much to provide quality learning.
There is no way a teacher can be aware of all of their students struggles or
strengths with that number of students.
• This district is SIGNIFICANTLY BEHIND (and not meeting requirements under ed
code) for their provision of physical education. Neither school we attended had
a teacher with a physical education credential teaching them children a PE
curriculum. They cut corners on their 200 min/10 day requirement.
• This year my daughter is improving with the smaller class size. I hope smaller
class sizes will continue to allow teachers to support and enrich student
learning to the maximum.
• Tutoring services, HW clubs after school or during lunch for some students.
• Update tech for the teachers - smart boards, computers, projectors, etc...
• We transferred this year to Crescent from another school within OUSD. My
students had more access to technology. Facilities were frequently being
updated (playground equipment, access to more activities at lunch). School
counselor also conducted classroom lessons to address social/emotional dev.
• Will like to get informed on initiatives via newsletters and articles.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary

Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary

Esplanade Elementary
Esplanade Elementary

Esplanade Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Apoyar a nuestros hijos en las carreras que ellos escogan, y motivarlos en sus
estudios. [Support our children in the careers they choose, and motivate them
in their studies.]
• Apoyar nuestros hijos ser mejor. [Support our children be better.]
• Asta ahorita a estado todo bien seguir ayudando a los alumnos como lo han
hecho muchas gracias por todo su apoyo hacia mis hijos. [Asta now has been
all right to continue helping the students as they have done, thank you very
much for all your support towards my children.]
• Con mas ayudas con becas. [With more grants with scholarships.]
• I believe that there should be less students in a classroom and combo classes
do not work since the students get less attention from the teacher.
• I want my child to talk more with the teachers after school and to give them
more learning opportunities.
• If they want to join a club like robotics let them join. Filling out a questionnaire
for the club is stupid.
• La motivacion de sus maestros. [The motivation of their teachers.]
• Maybe enforce extra help if needed to succeed.
• More one on one communication about student's grades, behavior, etc.
• Muy bien y que les sigan ayudando para que tenga un mejor futuro para sus
estudios. [Very well and that they continue helping them so that they have a
better future for their studies.]
• No more combo classes!!
Have a reading group time
More tutoring
• Para mejar sus estudios para que les bayo mejor en sus estudios [To improve
their studies so that they better in their studies]
• Problem solving and interactions making learning fun and healthy for the future
generation
• Schools are quickly implementing new learning methods and technology
however it’s not being introduced at an early stage. The transition is not
seamless and can cause a lot of stress to both student and parents. The
requirements are constantly increasing however the resources remain stagnant.
• Sigan apoyando a los ninos como lo han hecho asta ahorita, les doy gracias por
toda su ayuda hacia mis hijos. [Keep supporting the children as they have done
so right now, I thank you for all your help towards my children.]
• Tutoría para niños que lo nesecitan después de escuela en lectura y
matemáticas. Pláticas para los estudiantes sobre lo importante que es la
universidad. [Tutoring for children who need it after school in reading and
math. Talks for students about how important the university is.]
• Work as a team and do projects that will require research and presentations on
important subject topics.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Always been there for them and help them when they most needed.
• BETTER FOOD!!!! AND MORE NICER SUPERVISORS AT THIS SCHOOL BECUSE
THERE IS ONE SUPERVISOR IS REALLY RUDE AND GIVES REALLY BAD!
COMMENTS TO THE KIDS!! uhhh!
• better food less time for sckool and more time of homewerk
• En la motivacion diaria a nivel personal. Los niños necesitan saber a diario que
ellos son el futuro de los USA. [In the daily motivation on a personal level.
Children need to know daily that they are the future of the USA.]
• En orientarlos antes de llegar ala universidad correctamente para que ellos
elijan que carrera van a eleguir y no pierdan tiempo en pensar en que profesión
van a elegir y en po que la mayoría no saben lo que quieren estudiar y terminan
perdiendo unos años de su estudio y también económicamente. [In orienting
them before arriving at the university correctly so that they choose which
career they will choose and do not waste time in thinking about which
profession they will choose and why most do not know what they want to study
and end up losing a few years of their study and also economically.]
• For years Fairhaven is polarized and tribal. Many quality teachers left. It's NOT a
collaborative environment, or one that appreciates extra effort, it has rampant
undermining. Toxic staff bully and harasses others without any action taken to
stop this detrimental behavior. I Hope your listening
• Have all teachers involved with Class Dojo or any other form of communication
so the parents know what is going on in the classroom.
• I am very proud to have my daughter enrolled at Fairhaven Elementary. The
faculty and staff are amazing.
• I believe as a child should get less homework because I am stressed about my
cell project.
• I feel like they are up to stander with what I would want them to be doing.
• I think that you guys shouldn't turn the air on that often because [my child] gets
sick easily.
• I will li9ke if they cleaned the girls bathroom.
• I would like to see teachers assistants in the general education classrooms. It
can be a learning disadvantage to a child when their teacher teaches 2 grade
levels. Some children require more direction that an IPAD cannot provide. No
child should be left behind due to lack of instruction.
• Involve parents more . Some of us work and cant make the meetings but if
more flyers went out asking for parent volunteers or more was posted on FB so
many of us would jump on it. We need to help support the teachers for our
kids to succeed and we just want more ways to be involved
• Keep enhancing their knowledge on what the kids like to learn and makes it a
little easier for them to understand their math and english
• Keep ThinkTogether. It's a great program.
• Más comprensión. Y conocimiento que cada niño es diferente tiene diferentes
habilidades y diferente forma de expresión e idiomas más apoyo desde
pequeños. [More understanding And knowledge that each child is different has
different skills and different form of expression and languages plus support
since childhood.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• More sports events because if a child would want to professional sport player
they can start early and help the child develop.
• More technology based learning. Children this age seem to show more interest
in this matter. In addition, more hands on learning, something they can feel
and touch.
• my child should get less homework because he is very stressed and sometimes
forgets to eat and they need better food because my child took a bite of one of
your pizzas and threw up like 4 times
• One thing that made students happy was the blueberry pudding and another
thing is by having more languages
• Orange unified school district is a awesome and caring school
• Other ways my OUSD can improve my child's education experience by giving
them a better DETAILED education and EXAMPLES of work to give them ideas.
• Other ways OUSD can improve my children´s educational experience by giving
them better food so they can focus better
• Other ways ousd can improve my child's learning to be college ready are to
participate in more school education groups and have a way for the kids to
focus on what they have to be doing.
• Para el programa de pre escolar, se podría ampliar el tiempo de permanencia,
me parece que los niños en 3 horas aprenden pero les hace falta mas tiempo
para poder aprovechar la gran energía que tienen, mi solicitud es ampliar el
horario para pre school [For the preschool program, the residence time could
be extended, it seems to me that the children in 3 hours learn but they need
more time to be able to take advantage of the great energy they have, my
request is to extend the schedule for pre school]
• Please don't turn on the air in the morning when it is already cold outside. It
gets my daughter sick sometimes. The parking lot is also very complicated.
When cars stop right in the middle of the driveway, other cars get blocked, and
a line gets created outside the school parking lot. &gt;:((((
• Talvez dando ayudas por sus calificaciones adi los motivan hacer las cosas y a
saber que entre madre se esfuerzen más tienen [Perhaps giving help for their
qualifications adi motivate them to do things and to know that between mother
they try harder they have]
• Teach children emotional inteligente and social skills so children are ready to
learn and apply learned skills in te real world.
• Teachers and staff are friendly and welcoming.
• Teniendo más personal enfocados en niños con discapacidades físicas y
mentales [Having more staff focused on children with physical and mental
disabilities]
• That they should stop bullying and make sports teams for my child can stay
healthy and make homework helping classes and reading classes
• The school is good but i got one thing to say. If we can now were regular clothes
and have a dress code for that.And to have hot cheetos a loud in this school
• they shaud make better food and lass time of skcool and moer time of
homewerk
• to fixed the bench.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Fairhaven Elementary
Fairhaven Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• TRY TO DEVELOP THEIR SOCIAL SKILLS, NOT TO LEAVE THEM IN THEIR SHELL
• verificando eficaz de aprendizaje y evaluarlos para su paso al siguiente grado
antes de que terminen su ciclo en el grado que están. para alumnos avanzados
seria de beneficio el no esperar que termine su ciclo en el grado actual si no
pasar antes al siguiente grado. [verifying effective learning and evaluating them
for their passage to the next grade before they finish their cycle in the grade
they are in. For advanced students it would be of benefit not to wait for their
cycle to end in the current grade if they did not move on to the next grade.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Fletcher Elementary
• Continue to develop and support the Mandarin immersion program with a
focus on biliteracy and high academic achievement. Incorporate more activities
to develop socio-cultural competence.
Fletcher Elementary
• Fletcher already does a great job at getting the kids up and moving, but one
thing that will help my boys with their education is a little more time to run and
play. I know that their days are jam-packed with fantastic information, but they
will focus better with just a little bit more recess.
Fletcher Elementary
• Get the gate program at the school.
Fletcher Elementary
• Get them excited for college and universities, maybe get them familiar with
colleges nearby like Chapman and CSUF
Fletcher Elementary
• Give teachers more power to discipline unruly children
Fletcher Elementary
• Have more advance technology available for all students and offer additional
instruction for kids who are above standards for their perspective grade.
Fletcher Elementary
• How do we find out events from the district level besides keep checking the
district website? We get weekly update phone call from our school. Can we get
monthly event update calls + email from the district?
Fletcher Elementary
• I am extremely impressed by the staff at Fletcher Elementary School and the
way my child is learning and his development in integrity and character building
as well as listening skills and following directions. I also appreciate that my child
is learning to aware of others and their needs.
Fletcher Elementary
• I had two kids here last year, this year I would have had 3 kids. I have one left
because of the teacher my child has. The Mandarin program is the only reason
to be here. I have been disappointed in the Principles decisions in moving
teachers around. We lost a teacher last year that had huge value.
Fletcher Elementary
• I would recommend mental health training
Fletcher Elementary
• Keep doing what you're doing. Consider streamlining the apps that teachers use
to communicate with parents. I feel as though I am being asked to sign up for
too many communications apps (3), and we're only in Kindergarten.
Fletcher Elementary
• More opportunities for creative expression for 3rd and below. Not enough
space for everyone who wants to participate in AVID, robotics, etc. I have to
pay for art, sports, dance, Lego, etc after school b/c the school offers none of
that. Zero district programs for 4th and under.
Fletcher Elementary
• My twins are only in kindergarten, so I am sure I may have more to say in years
to come, but so far so good. I am excited for them to be in the Mandarin
program at Fletcher and look forward to seeing how the program grows at the
junior high and high school levels!
Fletcher Elementary
• One way that may help with the education of the kids is to have free after
school programs. Such as the engagement 360 has different programs and
they're all after school that it will help the kids with their academic and other
resource
Fletcher Elementary
• OUSD NEEDS to make safety a priority!! All schools need to be given emergency
kits to handle all situations & to train teachers how to handle those situations.
There are also many things the schools do not have that would help in an
emergency situation.
Fletcher Elementary
• poner en practica lo aprendido con mas actividades,manualidasdes y tener mas
vicion en el mundo de fuera [put into practice what has been learned with more
activities, crafts and have more vision in the outside world]
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Fletcher Elementary
Fletcher Elementary
Fletcher Elementary
Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary
Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary

Fletcher Elementary
Fletcher Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Provide more funding to purchase additional Mandarin books and Mandarin
aides for student who need supplemental help
• que los maestros esten mas capacitados para entender a los estudiantes. [that
teachers are better able to understand students.]
• School also need to do something about bullying. A lot of kids (smart kids) want
to learn and go to school but when they get bullied they are not motivated to
go to school.
• Share if child is on track or their struggles are appropriate for their age and/or
concept they are learning. Share how parents can help their child at home
when balancing a lot of homework and still needing to practice more in areas
where they lack. Assistance with mandarin homework.
• Since the schools inception of the Mandarin Immersion Program (MIP), the
schools primary course of study to non mandarin education has taken a back
seat. The school has pushed out children from their multipurpose rooms to
make way for more mandarin classes. It’s obvious that MIP comes first.
• Standardize teacher communication and online resources. More STEAM for
younger grades. More athletics or interesting PE. More varied and free
expression art in class. VAPA opportunities for younger grades like chorus,
drama. Resources for Mandarin homework help.
• Stop bullying and have more respect for the children.
• Tener programas de tutoria despues de la escuela. Programas para motivar y
mejorar las habilidades en la lectura de los ninos. Hacer clubs para hacer tareas
despues de la escuela. [Have tutoring programs after school. Programs to
motivate and improve children's reading skills. Make clubs to do homework
after school.]
• Thank God we have great and very professional people working in the OUSD
and Fletcher Elementary school. I wouldn't be able to think what else can be
done, to prepare our kids for the future. They are doing a great job. Thank you
all
• The communication method between teachers & parents need to be consistent
throughout the school. Currently, each grade is using a different method, for
example, last year, Class Dojo was used, we got a lot of communications, but
this year our teacher uses email, and there hasn't been any received..
• The majority of teachers are simply teaching to test. The methodologies do not
motivate, inspire, challenge students. Students rarely get project or public
speaking assignments. This is our 5th year here and I'm sad to see that only a
handful of teachers make learning fun and are passionate.
• This school needs a stronger leadership who can be trusted to move it forward.
It lacks a solid GATE alternative. Teachers need to also be better supported by
the leadership.
• Very good school

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• a pollando la en casa a cumpir tareas pacticas de lectura escritura. [to pollando
the in house to fulfill pacticas tasks of reading writing.]
• dandoles mas orientacion sobre su futuro [giving them more guidance about
their future]
• darles mas informacion y clases que les ayude para pensar y saber un poco mad
de carreras profecionales [Give them more information and classes to help
them think and know a little bit about professional careers]
• Encourage students who are declining in school work, teacher notify parent
sooner then later!
• estudiando leyendo con matematicas motibadolos [studying reading with
maths]
• Give students access to their own ipad or chrome book to take home and
complete assignments. Providing the neccessary services in a timely manner
such as speech therapy. No prohibiting students from educational field trips just
because of their reading score points.
• Give them orientation based on the career of their choice
• informacion, juntas con consejeros, motivacion, ayudarlos a ser perseverantes y
determinados para lograr sus metas. [information, meetings with counselors,
motivation, help them to be persevering and determined to achieve their
goals.]
• LISTEN TO THE CHILDREN OPINIONS, ENCOURAGE THEM TO SPEAK THEIR
MIND, HELP THEM SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS, MORE ONE ON ONE TIME
• Los maestros de kindergarten nesecitan por un poco mas de atencion a los
alumnos [Kindergarten teachers need a little more attention to students]
• Make sure school is ID'ing adults @ pickup
More staff/lower student/adult ratio
• me gustaria que la escuela ofreciera ayuda escolar como tutoria y que las
muestras sean mas comprensivas. mi estudiante tiene problemas de
aprendizaje y creo que la escuela no brinda el apoyo suficiente. [I would like the
school to offer school help as a tutor and that the samples be more
comprehensive. My student has learning problems and I think the school does
not provide enough support.]
• Mostrandoles a los ninos que si se puede y no aserlos sentir mal y bajarles suto
estima. [Showing children that if you can and not make them feel bad and
lower their high esteem.]
• offer courses that prepare children for those who plan on not attending college.
• OUSD can have children visit more educational websites at school.
• pacicncia buentrato alos estufents y comunicacion padres maestros y alumnos
cuando el estudiante ocupe atenciony apollo. [Good patience to students and
communication parents teachers and students when the student occupies
attention and support.]
• Provide more tutoring programs for students
• Provide more tutoring programs for students.
• que aya tutoria para los niños que se les difuculta alguina materia y ayuda para
sicologia. [Aya tutoring for children who are taught alguina matter and help for
psychology.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary
Handy Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• que haya tutoria para los que estan atrasados mas maestros porque son
muchos niños [that there is tutoring for those who are behind more teachers
because there are many children]
• quiero que tengan viajes a las universidades y que traegan universitarios a la
escuela que vengan maestros de universidad a darles platicas porque es
importante que terminen una carrera capasitarlos en que consiste cada carrera.
[I want them to have trips to the universities and to bring university students
to school to come to university teachers to talk to them because it is important
that they finish a career by training them in what each race consists of.]
• Robotica para todos los grados de primero en adelante. [Robotics for all grades
from first onwards.]
• Study skills, learn how to properly take notes and hand on experience.
• study skills, learn how to properly take notes, hands on experience
• talk more about collage and universitites to students and oportunities to them.
more field trips to collages and universities to encourage them to attend them.
• talleres universitarios y lo que necesitan en los trabajos del pais actualmente.
[University workshops and what they need in the country’s work today.]
• Teach material more in details
• tengamos mas ayuda a escuela [let's have more help to school]
• to have more in class academic activities.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Add amphitheater where students can perform plays and music and have
assemblies.
• Encourage more class discussions, cover current events, educate about climate
change and how the youth can help.
Create anonymous student surveys, so that students can communicate
concerns they aren't comfortable voicing, such as bullying, teacher issues,
problems at home, etc..
• I believe OUSD should really look into kids that are falling behind and act quick
rather than taking its time to evaluate them and not really knowing how to go
forward with helping them reach the level they are suppose to be. Mental
health affects students learning and the process is too long.
• I believe that most professional development needs to be provided to site
administrators in the areas of special education and how to conduct themselves
in IEPs. In the past, I have attended ieps where the administration running the
meetings felt compelled to yell and act in an intimidating fashion
• I don’t know too much about the other grades, but I am so grateful for the TK
program in general! My son is learning so much, it is truly making a difference! I
wish Learning Links was promoted more across the district. I didn’t learn about
it until last year, but TK is amazing! Thank you!
• I feel my children’s educational experience would greatly improve by lowering
class size or adding TAs to help in the classroom. I also would love to see more
extra curricular activity offered during the school day, and more after school
classes, like a foreign language or music class at a cost
• If child is struggling academically or has a learning disability provide resources
that can help us parents to bring them up to speed or get them the help they
need. we feel alone in trying to figure out our child's disability and are having
to turn to outside tutors.
• Imperial elementary is a wonderful school. They are better than any other
public school around. Imperial is traditional and teaches more than education,
they teach respect and morals as well as good values which will help children
succeed in life because of them being well rounded,
• Inform parents about AVID and the strategies used in primary grades such as K,
1st, and 2nd.
• Listen to teacher/parent complaints and remove students with severe behavior
problems that take away instruction time to the rest of the class. Weekly
STEAM Lab time with a dedicated STEAM instructor besides their teacher. Offer
a foreign language program like other Anaheim Hills elementary schools.
• More effort in classroom to further engage our daughter in TK to keep her
challenged. They repeat the same exercises yet I think our daughter is capable
of more since she does more at home. I've just received a report card and do
not agree with the rating as it pertains to our daughter.
• More higher-level inquiry and less busy work packets with rote memorization
tests with keys
• More information at Back to School Night
• More optional after school activities
• More projects and less rote memorization and Social Studies Packets

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

Imperial Elementary
Imperial Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• My child is on SDC and would like more support on the areas He’s struggling like
math I wish there was a kind of tutor of those kids that struggle.
• Our school needs more technological advances .
• Please give Imperial Elementary school more financial support so that our
students can have the same opportunities that is awarded to other schools with
more funding.
• Please increase security at this school. It backs up to a park and the students
need adult supervision outside.
• Project-based learning
Well-stocked library
Regular art and music activities
Overview of monthly classroom curriculum and goals (scope and sequence)
provided to parents each month to assist with continued learning at home
• Provide exposure to foreign language learning opportunities; after school or in
the classroom
• Teach them to be present and how to listen and learn from people. There is
way too much screen time in her class. Some days they watch 5 different things
on the projector/screen. That is lazy teaching. There needs to be more person
to person teaching. They need interpersonal skills to get a job.
• There needs to be separate PE, STEAM & arts teachers. The classroom teachers
are tasked with doing all of the above, and they simply don’t have time or
training to teach on these subjects
• This school is behind when compared to other school districts. It's disappointing
that we have to stay in OUSD when it is not up to standards and we have YLPSD
that we can attend. No plays, lack of communication with activities. HUGE class
sizes, less one on one.
• Traffic is awful at this school (dropoff & pickup). If you need to see a teacher
after school it is impossible to find parking due to parents sitting in all open
spots 45 minutes before class ends. Bullying is a major issue, students are highly
competitive and tear each other down. Parents too.
• Two of my children are well rounded and will succeed in their academic career.
However, one of my children still struggles and I feel that she’s “slipping
through the cracks” because she participates in class. I work hard with my
children every night but one is still struggling.
• Use ST Math
• Very little update &/or feedback on how my son is doing academically, socially
and creatively. No direction on homework (I.e. what to do, if what he is doing is
meeting expectations, etc.). No progress reports and very limited info sent
home so it’s hard to know how he is doing & what to work on.
• Water fountains are disgusting
• We need to improve on technology.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Acknowledging and address overcrowding class rooms. empowering our
teachers. Enable our kids to attribute their skills to achieve their potential.
• Allow children to learn about/celebrate all cultures and holidays
• Dando capacitación a los maestros y los recursos que necesitan para poder
seguir ayudando a los estudiantes a seguir adelante [Giving training to teachers
and the resources they need to be able to continue helping students move
forward]
• En este momento estoy muy satisfecha con la educación que la escuela Jordan
le da a mi hija, abarca todas las necesidades de sus estudiantes. [At this
moment I am very satisfied with the education that Jordan gives my daughter, it
covers all the needs of her students.]
• estamos muy satisfechos con los programas que nos esta ofreciendo la escuela.
jordan es la mejor. [We are very satisfied with the programs that the school is
offering us. Jordan is the best.]
• Expand G.A.T.E. program education to more grade levels at all schools. Provide
dual immersion programs at all schools, or at least all areas of the district.
Increase level of S.T.E.A.M education, art, music, and P.E.
• Have career days at your school, students can dress up as what they want to be
when they grow up and share it with their class. Have college students come to
their class and talk to them about it.
• I am very happy where she’s at
• In my child’s class I see a need of more help required for the teachers. I was
told parent volunteering is a requirement, so either that needs to be more
enforced or add more teachers for such a big class. Some students require more
attention at this age and I wouldn’t want a child to be left out.
• Me guataria que hubiera opcion de Full day en Pre K, para tener a mis 2 hijos en
Jordan. La escuela es excelente, mi hijo se ha desarrollado mucho y su ingles ha
mejirado bastante [I would like to have a Full day option in Pre K, to have my 2
children in Jordan. The school is excellent, my son has developed a lot and his
English has improved a lot]
• Me gustaría que tuvieran más libros y en tecnología. [I wish they had more
books and technology.]
• My child is in the afterschool program (YMCA) i feel as though the children need
more then 1 teacher per level to help with homework questions, my child feels
like the teacher gets fustrated when children ask for help with homework
espically math questions.
• Para mi esta bien como esta [For me it's fine how is it]
• Poner un laboratorio,programas de deportes,más tecnología, y programas para
ayudar a los niños que se les dificulta la escuela,y puedan subir sus
calificaciones [Set up a laboratory, sports programs, more technology, and
programs to help children who find it difficult for school, and can raise their
grades]
• Preschool has an awesome program with great teachers!

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Jordan Elementary

Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary
Jordan Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Que se espesialusara en tecnología, que empezaran a prender cosas de
laboratorio porque no tienen un laboratorio.,poner depirtes,y agrandar el
programa de música y arte,y estaría vien que pusieran cámaras de video para
más seguridad.y más programas educativos [That it should be used in
technology, that they would start to turn on laboratory things because they do
not have a laboratory, put in depots, and enlarge the music and art program,
and it would be nice to put video cameras for more security and more
educational programs.]
• Quisiera que Preschool fuera fullday. [I want Preschool to be fullday.]
• Siguindo con estos programas y que sigan poniendo aun mas [Continuing with
these programs and continue to put even more]
• Smaller group size.
• The school needs to more one on one with the teacher and student so they can
make sure the student understand everything and feels safe
• Todo esta muy bien con Jordan Elementary muchas gracias! [Everything is fine
with Jordan Elementary thank you very much!]
• tutorias despues de escuela y mas clases de arte [After school tutoring and
more art classes]
• Tutoring in reading, writing and math.
• We need crime books to be able to take home again. We had the informational
meeting but no crome books yet.
• Yo estoy contentan con las maestras y creo que haran un buen trabajo para que
mi hija logre llegar a una buena universidad [I am happy with the teachers and I
think they will do a good job for my daughter to get to a good university]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
La Veta Elementary
• After school tutoring clases
La Veta Elementary
• Allow them to have access to the latest technology, engage them in computer
coding, science based projects, make math fun by creating games, etc. SHow
them how to build things, how the world functions.
La Veta Elementary
• Better learning activities to teach students how to use computers for research
projects.
La Veta Elementary
• Computer lab time should be more than just typing. Students should be given
opportunities to code and/or have programs for robotics, etc.
La Veta Elementary
• Enseñarles otros idiomas, a parte de español e inglés. [Teach them other
languages, apart from Spanish and English.]
La Veta Elementary
• Help students understand math or after school math help
La Veta Elementary
• I feel that La Veta needs to put more emphasis on technology in the classroom.
Both of my children’s teachers do not use web based apps to communicate.
ClassDojo or seesaw. The school feels disconnected to technology versus other
schools. La Veta can do better.
La Veta Elementary
• I have no idea what goes on and my sons homework is still in his backpack from
day 1
La Veta Elementary
• I need more information of middle & high schools that my children will attend
near future.
La Veta Elementary
• I need my child to get into a school where she will be surrounded by students
with similar abilities and she will have the opportunity to be challenged by the
daily curriculum and learning.
La Veta Elementary
• I think they should keep the good teachers even if they haven’t been there for
more than 10 years instead of letting them go because they are new. They
should remember they are working with kids and try to make school more
interesting and fun. The principal has taking has some ridiculous rules.
La Veta Elementary
• Less students for one teacher. I don't like the combo classes like 4th and 5th
grade. Learning should be fun but my daughter is so longer liking school or her
teacher.
La Veta Elementary
• More hands on information, like field trips or workshops.
La Veta Elementary
• My daughter is a GATE student, and though I think the GATE program and
teachers are exceptional, I don’t feel connected or involved at La Veta as a
whole. My opinions of the school are thus not reflective of the school’s overall
performance.
La Veta Elementary
• My kids and I really like this school but I feel it falls short on allowing my child
extra experience in creativity, athletics, help with homework while in class. Not
all teachers are great at communicating grades or what the kids are struggling
with
La Veta Elementary
• My son in in GATE and most of the work is online. However, some of the
portals go down when he needs to do homework and he is unable to complete
assignments. I would like to see more consistent websites that all work
together with the Google Suite you provide. There are too many different
systems
La Veta Elementary
• My son still has not had a new case manager for his IEP & it's 2 months into
school. The school has not provided any information for a replacement or what
they are doing in mean time while hiring a new case manager. Its discouraging
to know that he is not receiving his special education services.
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary
La Veta Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• New enrichment program at La Veta seems to be a really engaging way of
getting students involved in learning outside the curriculum.
• Open the back gate again
• Retain teachers based on performance rather than seniority.
• Teniendo maestros capacitados para cadaver uno de los grados [Having trained
teachers for each of the grades]
• Tutoring for children who are falling behind due to comprehension.
• Very happy
• Without a classroom app, like Class Dojo, it's difficult to tell whether my
Kindergartener is thriving. In a K class of 31, there is no teacher's aide. A child in
class is exhibiting daily violent and disruptive behaviors. Disappointed in a lack
of resources and communication, overall.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A better way to enter and exit for pre school without going through office my
parent don’t have iD and are always given a hard time
• Add more art classes/learning an art instrument
• Awesome teacher.
• Be more supportive to the kids
• Before they hired someone make sure they have they right skills to perform they
job they going to be assigned too. For example the [staff member] of Lampson
doesn't perform the job the way he should. he doesn't have the skills and the
mentally he have it's on his own benefit and not the students . thanks
• Being able to provide all types of homework help
• Campus safety. Closed gates.
• Catching educational issues early.
• Change math. Math is to important for your math to be so hard.
• College preps for kindergarten, etc
• Communication between all outlets in school, main office, teachers, staff, and
principal.
• Communication is awful principal never available or fall through with his
promises,meetings or anything else
• Con la lectura [With reading]
• Continue to encourage and support their difficulties
• Creating apps for mobile phones so students could do at home like math,
English, and science.
• Dandy todo tipoffs de apoyo con todo lo que in estudiante necessitate. [Giving
all kinds of support with everything in student needs.]
• En el enfoque de comunicar y hacer saber a los padres las aptitudes de el
estudiante para poder optar por el inicio a un major provecho academico y
tratar de que el estudiante tenga mejores opciones a un futuro mejor [In the
approach of communicating and letting parents know the student's abilities to
be able to opt for a better academic advantage and try to make the student have
better options for a better future]
• Enforce no bullying
• Estoy muy satisfecho de como yeban el programa con los niños [I am very
satisfied with how the program went with the children]
• Everything you guys do is great. This is an excellent school.
• Focus on fundamentals, core is useless in real life especially university or
professional careers.
• For administration to care and be more sensitive to students who are not as
capable of achieving high scores in class than other students. Patience is key.
• Great Thank you
• have more activtes then ever and have teachers help kid in whatever they need.
• Help with homework or less homework
• I am satisfied with the work OUSD is already providing.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Lampson Elementary

Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I am very pleased this semester that my child is able to do i-Ready and Lexia
through your ousd website. I did not know how my child was a little far behind
with the levels till she started working on them. My child is challenged to
advance each level and I have never seen this interest before.
• I believe more help in K, 1st grade will better prep students with more one on
one attention.
• I believe more help with kinder, first grade will prep students with more one on
one attention.
• I believe that OUSD has an incredible plan set that needs no improvement.
• I think by having more activities after school for kids to learn more
• I think by having more activities after school for kids to learn more.
• I think by having more activities after school for the kids to learn more.
• I think they are doing great
• I wish this school would offer the dual immersion program in Spanish. Thanks
• It’s very very go to school thank you teachers for everything hope my children
• Keeping class size manageable and support parents who can provide a few hours
a week to assist teachers. How can we help? Teachers cannot provide all the
individual instruction these students need.
• La much a de la of icing que no habla ingles debe Tener mas cortecia es my
grocera con los Padres [The much of the icing that does not speak English should
have more courtesy is my grocer with the Fathers]
• Less bullying so my son will want to go to school without being scared and
bullied. There is days where he won’t want to go to the school because he is
scared because this kid that is bullying him calling him names and tells him not
to say anything or else. I just want my son to be safe and be accep
• Less children per classroom will give more time for teachers to help each
student.
• Making more easier lessons and to explain things more clearly.
• Mateniendo la major communication o practical todos los lybros de istorial para
que aprendan mas para los examenes [Mateniendo the major practical
communication or all of ISTORY lybros to learn more for tests]
• Maybe an app to communicate with teacher and see what our kids are doing
• Maybe an app to communicate with teacher and see what our kids are doing.
• More helpful family nights & participation programs for parents and students
• More homework help such as tutoring
• More programs inform parents on a daily basis how student is doing
• More teacher parent conference and reading assignments.
• Muy buena escuela y excelent y profesional el personal educativo [Very good
school and excelent and professional educational staff]
• My child is always telling me that he is being bullied by his classmates
• Ousd should teach typing starting 4th grade
• Por favor yo pido si le puede stud are a explicar mas no leer gracias. [Please I ask
if you can stud are to explain but not read thanks.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Preguntarles que les gustaria estudiar y prepararlos mas en lo que quieren ser de
grandes. [Ask them what they would like to study and prepare them more in
what they want to be when they grow up.]
• Provide informative college workshops, school and career days, guest speakers,
motivational speakers to share with their college experience.
• Provide informative college workshops, school and career days, guests speakers,
motivational speakers to share their college experience.
• Que sea la misma ayuda para todos los grados [Make it the same help for all
grades]
• Que Tongan maestros capacitados para el grado que Dan [Have trained teachers
for the grade that Dan]
• School should access students early for dyslexia so appropriate interventions can
be provided before they fall too far behind to catch up.
• Smaller class sizes 34 kids in one class is way too many hire more teachers please
• Smaller class sizes and teaching assistants to work with small groups. More than
half of students are struggling and WAY behind in basics. Please reconsider hiring
back a vice principal. This school has close to 900 students!
• Sports, by being in sports grades should be good
• The girl in the front that has been there for a long time is so helpful n nice keep
up the good job
• The teachers are great thank you .
• They’re already doing everything that needs to be done to make this happen.
• To put more attention on child feelings
• Todas las herramientas de escritura lectura [All reading writing tools]
• We are very happy with the current program and feel that our child is getting a
great education.
• When she gets homework the teacher should explain to her the homework
• Yo lido a cadaver unos de los maestros que les ayudan mas a mi Hilo a leer hacer
que aga su Transjordan Poe favor y gracias [I read every one of the teachers who
help my Son more to read make his Transjordan Poe please and thank you]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• a full time computer / technology teacher wiuld be very beneficial.
• Age appropriate Workshops to set them up for success.
Field trips
School safety
• Fewer standardized tests! You are putting unnecessary pressure on teachers and
students in a vain attempt to quantify scholastic aptitude. Kids learn at different
rates. They cannot excel at everything, nor should they be expected to do so.
• formal parent / teacher conference later in the year too
• Great school. It seems though we have less technology tools than some other
schools in the area. Most of the teachers are really good with the exception of
[teacher]. The Principal and school nurse are great.
• I feel like the school lacks technology.
• I like that Aeries lets parents see all assignments.
• I think Linda Vista could improve by having smaller class size, a usable learning
center, a more positive energy environment and an updated look, i.e. the
marquee. I think more classrooms need aides to reach the needs of children
especially TK-2nd!!
• I would really love that this district will really focus on teaching the kids
academics to help them be ready for colleges and career not advancing the lgbtq
agenda. Thank you
• I’d love to see more Steam activity.
• I'm not sure about college and career, but home life. I find homework to be
ridiculously heavy. I feel there is no time for sports or family time. I have two
kids that attend and it chews up family time. I never had the homework kids
have now. And get rid of the awful common core math!
• Instrumental music should be introduced sooner. In nearby school districts they
start in the 4th grade. Multiplication facts should be memorized before moving
on to division. There is too much damn homework.
• It would be nice to see an increase in after school programs offered to give
additional enrichment.
• More availability of Mental Health staff. More availability of support staff in the
classroom for kids on 504 or IEP.
• More STEAM and Visual and Performing arts activities should be incorporated in
the curriculum
• More teaching about creative writing, remove unhappy teachers regardless of
seniority, more getting up/moving around during class time, more typing on
keyboard, better school lunches (healthy fresh food please!) and water bottle
filling stations.
• More technology across the board for ALL students
• More tutors or credentialed helpers in the classroom and before & after school.
A homework lab with help afterschool for even an hour if needed. There is so
much required homework that it would be helpful to have tutors or credentialed
helpers in the lab, library, empty classrooms and lunch tables.
• My child needs to be in an encouraging environment where the staff and
teachers that she interacts with need to be inspiring and helpful.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• My child teacher provides ZERO structure in her classroom. Especially with
kindergartens, structure is a MUST.
• Offer a homework help program or tutoring. I am unaware if these programs
exist (at least I have never heard of them).
• Offer homework help or academic assistance on site, after school. Allow
teachers to enroll students they believe need help. Ask teachers to inform
parents as soon as they believe a problem might be on the horizon or active.
• Offer more opportunities for advanced learners/GATE identified students
• Our school does not acknowledge honor roll students with awards at assemblies
and that should change. Also our kids do not use laptop and online learning
enough to prepare them for middle school level of learning. They need to be
more immersed in online learning.
• OUSD is lacking behind Irvine/Corona in STEAM, GATE, robotics, academics.
Safety a huge issue at Linda Vista. My child has food allergies and the office staff
is not knowledgeable or doesn’t care about properly assessing health. Students
with heat stroke not provided water! Principal non-responsive!
• Specifically homework or math help, tutoring. Supply reading counts books.
• Spend less time on standardized testing. There are some really bright kids in this
school who are getting burned out by all the testing. Their true intelligence is not
reflected in their SBAC scores.
• Stop wasting money and use the money efficiently
• Stop wasting time and money developing EDGE and start reducing class sizes.
• There needs to be more attention paid to students who are achieving abovegrade level in the primary grades, not just those students who are struggling.
Waiting until 4th grade to differentiate to these children does not seem
productive, because they may have already checked-out through boredom.
• There should be more enrichment for children who have strong reading abilities
in lower grades.
• They need additional help in classrooms, teacher's aids. There are too many
children falling behind that need extra help during class.
• They used to have leopard lab which was great but they took it away.
• To have tutoring services available
• Unfortunately budget is always an issue, but smaller classroom sizes and more
aides in the classroom would help students get more individualized attention.
• We would love more access to STEAM related activities and robotics on campus.
Also, my daughter may benefit from social skills training or counseling

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• As far as IEP services I would love to see the teachers be more on board with
making accommodations on work.
I wish the school had a minimal homework policy. I know some grades have
it and the years of minimal homework seem to be great years for my kids.
• Bathrooms at school need to be taken-care more, so children at school
would not fear of unhealthy environment for learning....
• bullying is a major problem with teachers and students
• By providing them with opportunities to explore all careers and knowing that
there are plenty of other options to be successful rather than just attending
a university.
• Communication between teachers and parents could be improved. Also,
helping a child based on their individual needs compared to a group setting
may be helpful.
• Consistency is key for any child to be successful. (At home and at school) I
did not feel like this was always the case at McPherson. However, my child
has been at McPherson going on 5 years and every year I have seen some
sort of improvement in my child and the resources available to all children.
• Cursive writing is such a lost art from nowadays. It is not taught at our school
but should be made available as part of the curriculum or at least through a
learning club or extracurricular activity.
• Educar o informar más a los padres. Sibr las numerosas opciones q existen y
así poder ayudar un mayor éxito. Desde una temprana edad!!! Mi l Gracias
por el interés y el gran deseo de darle lo mejor a nuestros hijos. [Educate or
inform parents more. Sibr the many options that exist and thus help more
success. From an early age!!! My thanks for the interest and the great desire
to give our children the best.]
• En mi opinion creo que falta mas information y ayuda a Los Nino's para que
desde middle school ya vayan decidiendo acerca de lo que quieren estudiar
para la universidad. [In my opinion I think that more information is needed
and helps children so that since middle school they will decide what they
want to study for college.]
• Enceñarles a respetar a los demas sin importar religion ,sexo,color o raza
[Teach them to respect others regardless of religion, sex, color or race]
• Focus more on quality of work in the classroom rather than the quantity.
• Full day of education on Wednesday! THANKS
• Have the students interact with both lower and upper grades so they can
learn from older students while teaching their younger peers.
• I am very impressed with the new FITT program and Genius Hour that
McPherson is offering to their gate identified students. I hope this continues
to grow.
• I believe my children are having a strong academic education with social
skills to become sucessful in real life.
• I believe the district is preparing my children for the future. My concern is
that the district will not follow through with the "EDGE" and will be changing
things in 3 years.
• I feel the teachers need more help in the classroom with part time aides.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I like the opportunity for tutoring assistance for kids that need help in math
or writing.
• I see the changes and I would love smaller class sizes. I saw this as a win for
my older children. My kids are no super high or super low so they don’t get
the same attention as someone who needs help or someone that is super
high.. it would be nice to have some support for the A/B kids of the world
• I think more time needs to be spent on developing emotional intelligence,
empathy and confidence, especially in this day and age.
• I wish OUSD would focus on real world issues and preparing kids to handle
situations for today. I wish McPherson had more leadership programs and
encouraged life lessons instead of focusing so much on surveys and testing
scores.
• i would like to see more art and music education. In addition, our children
need to be outside experiencing hands-on education in the school garden. It
should be mandatory that each grade level spends at least 15 hours a year
outside in the garden applying science and math skills in a group setting.
• I would love to see college days at elementary level to get students thinking
big about long-term educational goals...don’t think it can start too early, if
done in age-appropriate manner
• I would strongly encourage a decreased amount of homework nightly.
• I'm very dissatisfied with the FITT program st McPherson Elementary School.
My son comes home very worry and anxious since he started the program.
He is afraid of being bully if I pull him out. He talks about test scores of the
school district. This is not age appropriate for a child in 3rd gr.
• Improve the facilities
• In order for McPherson to stay competitive with neighboring schools (and
maintain enrollmeny), it must highly consider:
1) Offering Spanish as an Integrated language at the Elementary School level
during the day to support 21st Century learners
• In order to stay competitive with our schools, McPherson needs to highly
consider implementing a Spanish classes for elementary school students.
Other schools are operating Spanish classes or dual immersion classes at the
elementary level and they seem to be thriving.
• It would be nice to get money to fund on-campus lockers for 5th-8th
graders.
• Kinder needs: Laying turf in yard to cover D.G.-dusty environment for
allergies/asthma. Moving playground back fences for more play room
outside to accommodate entire grade-level. Add another bathroom to
separate B/G plus handicapped access. Shade, waterproof cover over lunch
tables.
• Less leniency to parent opinions. Teaching them that they have to earn
things, and even when they do, they might not get what they expect. A little
tougher on the expectation side of things and more leniency when it comes
to things like costumes on Halloween...
• Limit the amount to of homework students receive

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• McPherson is an excellent school. However, because it is not identified as a
program improvement school, it does not get the same funding as other
schools. This puts added pressure on parents to raise money or donate for
things that students need to be academically successful throughout the year.
• McPherson is very focused on math and technology, I would want them to
put some focus on learning kids on how to write properly.
• McPherson Magnet School is a very strong community of administration,
teachers and parents involved in the school. Academically our school strives
for the best for our students. It would be nice to renovate the bathroom
facilities, teachers lounge and music room for our hard working teachers.
• More engaging interactive activities and less tablet time. More opportunities
for advanced students to fulfill their potential.
• More support from the district to expand and push the Magnet Focus of this
school, and have continuous access to the latest in technology.
• More technology
• Must Cut back on sex Ed and stay focused on the fundamentals of education
math science stem Sports
Do not cut back outdoor Ed
• My child that graduated as well as my child currently attending refused to
use the bathroom at school. They complain that it smelled so bad it would
make them nauseous. They typically hold using the restroom. Consider
placing odor control system
• My children constantly complain about the cleanliness of the student
restrooms, particularly the odor. Perhaps there could be more emphasis on
regular maintenance or ventilation.
Also, my children believe that there could be more variety when it comes to
offerings for the school lunches.
• My children would be better able to focus in class if they did not need to use
the restroom so bad. The children say they are gross, not clean or well
stocked and are afraid to use the. children with IEPs are overlooked and not
well followed. No communication with the RSP teacher until too late.
• My son wanted to do robotics but there was not enough space. My daughter
has difficulty making & keeping friends, when I asked the school psych to
work with my daughter on this issue she refused because she stated that she
saw no problems the day that she was observed. Not good!
too much HW!
• My student would feel more comfortable at school if improvements were
made to the bathrooms. She is sometimes afraid to use the restroom
because they are "yucky," there are bugs in the bathroom, etc.
• No more weds folder. Put all info in email amd email out to students. Then
you know parents get the information. I have missed out on so much info as
i am not forwarded the info from other parent. This has been discussed with
school with no improvement.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Nuevos programas que les ayuden a conocer sus talentos. Tener actividades
en los que los estudiantes descubran sus diferentes personalidades. Tener
mas dinámicas de trabajo en equipo. [New programs that help them to know
their talents. Have activities in which students discover their different
personalities. Have more teamwork dynamics.]
• Organize the school day and school year with focus on families with 2
working parents. 5 daily hours of instruction 180 days a year is a ridiculous
concept in 2019.
• OUSD needs teachers that care. That really wants to help the kids and try to
understand them to get them to the next level.
• perhaps on the student website (where the homework assignments are
located) there could be room for teacher comments.
• Please consider developing reading and writing workshop instruction in the
classroom. Students are better met at their levels instructionally when
teachers are fully implementing Lucy Calkins Ubiys of Study. Also, I'd like to
see more CGI for math instead of worksheets.
• Please let’s remodel the bathroom. If we have to, let’s raise funds for that
and give them a better hygiene bathroom.
This is my only request every time I fill out the survey
• Please please update the kids bathrooms at McPherson and please ensure
that they are cleaned and maintained throughout the day. My kids won’t go
to the bathroom because of how dirty they are and not maintained.
• Please redo the children's restrooms. Although they did get a deep clean
they are very outdated. My children fear using then restrooms at school.
Overall, McPherson is great. I feel more support is needed for children who
are struggling behaviorally instead of labeled a bad kid who now kids targe
• Please update the bathrooms for kindergarten! The school is in deep need
of infrastructure updates.
• Regularly discuss types of jobs and careers.
• School Bathrooms could be improved. - my child doesn’t like using the
school bathroom.
• Smaller classroom sizes or more teacher assistants for kinder,
• So far so good.
• So much time is spent on extracurricular activities that teachers aren't given
enough time to focus on the fundamentals. Also, testing should be
introduced at all grade levels so students become great test takers in the
future.
• Sufficient resources (text books, classroom computers, desks) should be
available to accommodate all students in a classroom. New programs should
be explained in detail to parents and teachers should be chosen that can
manage the new programs and manage them well.
• Take home laptops would be amazing, I am aware that other schools in
other districts have this. Updating/fixing the restrooms is a big complaint of
both my children, they are “grossed out” to use the restrooms.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)
McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

McPherson Magnet (K-5th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The district needs to stop charging schools for teaching resources (like color
copies) and instead provide more resources like aides for teachers in the K-3
classroom, to allow them more individualized time with students. They need
to put the children first, and adjust expectations and stresses on
• The envisions platform to learn is a pain, it need to be upgraded. All the
learning should be in one platform not some in android and apple, when we
do it in apple ipad won't even sync to the system when we open it on
desktop.
• The homework for the student to use at home is not user-friendly, often my
child not willing to do it, feel like it can improve make it more engaging.
• The restrooms are in bad shape and need to be updated. The school does a
great job with what it has and offers
• The student bathrooms desperately need to be remodeled.
• The teacher student ratio in kindergarten is too large. It is unfair to both
students and teacher. I believe the children would benefit by having 2
separate half day sessions of 15:1 each day instead of one full day session of
29:1.
• There is a large disconnect between the day to day in the classroom and
what information comes home. Including assignments expectations weekly
projects etc. The new class structure feels like chasing information
constantly with no real wins for my student at any class subject level.
Frustrating.
• This school is great, but we need newer computers. OUSD needs to earmark
money for music/art education for K-8. Our school performs better than
others in the district. The school's accolades prove this. Our children need a
consistent music program, it would help them to achieve better test results.
• to be more social and our children's to have more family values.
to learn to be more humble.
• tutoring is non existent and the class needs more aides. my son has an IEP.
At the IEP resources keep getting eliminated or assistance is reduced. the
classroom has too many students and needs more support staff.
• We are enjoying the programs at McPherson. I suggest that it is clearly
communicated that the District does not pay for all of the advanced
technology and science materials available to students. Supplemental funds
are raised by the school community through the Education Foundation and
PTSA.
• We are happy
• When my child has a behavior problem, I would appreciate communication
via telephone to discuss the situation and work with the school to mitigate
those problems instead of receiving a one way written communication from
my child.
• Young students need more play time. What is OUSD doing to develop fine
motor skills in children through fun play or learning activities? Full day
Kindergarten with 30 students is really rough on teachers and children.
Consider going back to 1/2 day, its just too much for the little ones.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Begin speaking to to students about college in Kindergarten. Plant the seed then.
• Bullying is an issue at my child's old school (Imperial Elementary). It was a
distraction for us and my child, affecting his school performance. We also had
issues with parents. It has been hard switching schools, but we are happy with
the change.
• Expand robotics so more can participate
• free field trips, university exposure at an early age, sel curriculum, raising the
expectation of students of color. providing students additional tutoring after
school
• Gear the academics to use more technology.
A disciplined base classroom that is followed and implemented equally. Guilt by
association is a huge problem at Nohl Canyon.
Remove the problem non Nohl Canyon address area students including GATE
students that are or cause problems.
• I am pretty happy with Nohl canyon! As for OUSD, just when I had questions
about my sons gate program!nobody answered my phone call and no one
replied my email either!
• I hope the kids will learn Spanish in Elementary school
• I think the district needs to make 1:1 devices for all classrooms a priority,
especially in the upper grades when they should be learning typing, research,
and presentation skills they will need in the future.
• I would like the school to clearly communicate the options that are available for
our kids regarding academic and behavioral services.
• Increase use of technology
• Institute a Physical Education program
Eliminate homework OR make it relevant (circling shapes on a piece of paper,
repeatedly, is archaic) check out how Kinders learn content at the public school
Design39 in San Diego
Increase opportunities for creativity, initiative, communication, real world!!
• Introduce a language into elementary school curriculum such as Spanish
• More STEM after school programs.
• Mr. Jones has been an excellent new principal. He is visible at every drop off and
pick up. His weekly newsletters are detailed with great information and photos.
His demeanor seems very pleasant. I feel much more informed than ever
before, thank you!
• Mrs.Brooks is an amazing teacher. She really gets to know the children and help
them learn to the best of their ability.
• My child qualified for the gate program, but there were no seats available for
them. There should be better provisions in the non gate classes to further
challenge my child.
• My student could benefit from incorporating more technology skills into the
classroom to be college and career ready. There should be more ways for
students to improve their communication skills as well. It would be nice to see
students recording and explaining their learning in Seesaw.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary

Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary
Nohl Canyon Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Nohl Canyon is awesome ... blessed to have both kids there. I know West
Orange where I grew up is in the toilet. I've watched 20% off a staff quit or retire
earlier because district sends over some bitch no one likes to run the school.
Saw it happen 2 or 3 times in the early 2000's.
• Please continue electronic communications for those full time working parents
• Please provide extra help for students who are struggling academically. Like a
low cost after school tutoring class.
• Provide more opportunities to stretch their academics while at school eg second
language
• Simply hold every student accountable for their actions. Assist those who need
assistance and enrich those who are academically capable. Get them ready for
life by rewarding success and penalizing those who minimize the importance of
teacher instruction and school rules.
• The classroom student teacher ratios are too large, having 30-34 students in a
classroom with one teacher is absolutely absurd. Personal connection is a
priority and no teacher can give each student the attention they need in a class
size that large. Students and teachers deserve better.
• The school website is not up to date and I am unable to access all of the
options/info on my mobile device. I was encouraged to go on Facebook for
updates. Also, neither of my kids have engaged in science yet (10/28/19). As a
science teacher & new parent to the district, this concerns me.
• Updated technology and available tech equipment in all the classroom will help
this generation to stay educated/informed as they get older.
• We love Nohl Canyon and we have been very happy with our childrens'
experience at this school so far. All of their teachers have been excellent and we
are so happy to be a part of this amazing community.
• Will the teacher inform parents if their child needs additional assistance with
behavior and/or academics and how the school can help? Or if parents believe
their child needs additional assistance with behavior and/or academics what
additional programs are available to us and how can we learn more?

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Olive Elementary
• After school academic remediation programs for students falling behind. I’ve
heard of other schools trying their best for each student to reach their grade
level and not stay behind. For instance, reading/writing or math assistance for
students with a grade level below & held by other staff.
Olive Elementary
• After school homework program for Kids with difficulties
Olive Elementary
• After school study help for struggling kids
Olive Elementary
• Continue with current programs and communication
Olive Elementary
• Early education programs, early learning, 0-5 yr old programs and pre school.
Olive can implement more technology in their classroom setting to keep up with
the fast evolution of tech.
Olive Elementary
• Having teachers meet with children to discuss their academic or behavior
progress along with parents, and have them participate in discussion.
Olive Elementary
• I am not sure at this moment. My child is right on target in all areas and isn't
struggling in any subjects.
Olive Elementary
• I am not worried about my child’s college readiness at this time. I love Olive
Elementary and the teachers and I just want my child to be happy and eager to
go to school. He is doing both, so I know the school is doing a great job!
Olive Elementary
• I think everything is great at this school.
Olive Elementary
• I want to say I've had a wonderful experience at Olive. Principal is doing her best
in making sure the kids are getting a good education. Also the teachers my
children have had at Olive have been excellent.
Olive Elementary
• If they could offer advance learning for students who have higher capacities, it
would help those students achieve/learn more. So they can expand more their
potentials and dont get stagnant on learning they all ready know.
Olive Elementary
• Leer mas y tener mas actividades que los motive mas. [Read more and have
more activities that motivate them more.]
Olive Elementary
• Mad condos para pre escolar [Mad condos for preschool]
Olive Elementary
• More info home and in emails about teams clubs and programs
Olive Elementary
• My child doesn't get Science and History regularly. Are you addressing all the
standards and preparing my child for middle school?
There is too much unseen bullying and teasing. Are teachers and staffed
equipped to address this?Other school districts have clear, filtered water for kids
to drink
Olive Elementary
• My child gets the support they need to succeed
Olive Elementary
• Not letting them use the Sex Ed,because they are not ready in elementary
schools to learn that,with everything else I agree.
Olive Elementary
• Olive could improve by encouraging ALL students to participate in AVID
leadership, and not exclude children due to instructor biases and preferences.
Olive must improve their ETHICAL PROFESSIONAL behaviors when directing both
students and parents, parent concern must be addressed and not minimized.
Olive Elementary
• Playgrounds are dated and could use updates.
Olive Elementary
• Preschool and early learning programs are so important. I am very thankful to
see such a great inporvemnet in my little one's social and communication skils.
Olive Elementary
• Provide more educational outside equipment appropriate for early education
Olive Elementary
• Provide more specific support for children who are struggling in particular
subjects or socially
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Olive Elementary
Olive Elementary
Olive Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The school could expand its preschool program. I have 6 children in total, 4 with
autism and only my last was able to actually attend any early learning or early
education programs. I believe olive elementary would benefit greatly from more
0 to 5 programs.
• There should be more social events for the children to attend: father daughter
dance, sock hop etc.
• When child is failing or not completing task parents should be notified
• You all are doing an excellent job already.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Palmyra Elementary

Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary

Palmyra Elementary

Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary

Palmyra Elementary

Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A professional translator at major events would be a great way to invite and
include our Spanish speaking parents. They would get them more involved in
their kids education.
• Con todas las actividades que hay en la escuela pienso que mi hijo ya pueda
crecer como un estudiante y estar listo para su carrera. [With all the activities in
school I think that my son can already grow as a student and be ready for his
career.]
• Continue preschool funding.
• Deseo que la escuela tenga personal para alludarles con la targa [I want the
school to have staff to help them with the targa]
• Despues de clases que alquien les ayude con la tarea [After classes someone
helps them with homework]
• Es importante el Atletismo. Si pudieran agregarlo porfavor gracias [Athletics is
important. If you could add it please thank you]
• I love Palmyra and my child's teacher Mrs. Miller. My daughter LOVES school.
We have had the best experience so far. After volunteering a few times in my
daughter's class I have a new profound respect for educators; especially those
teaching the younger grades. Overwhelmed with gratitude.
• I would like to see a more up to date website page for the school. Link via
website when entering school name via Internet incorrectly connects to a
Palmyra Elementary located in Florida. Having said that, I am still very pleased
with the school, educators and staff,
• I would like to see expansion on the music and visual arts program. Art and
music can be beneficial to the lower grades as well.
• I would like to see more creative programs available during lunch or after school.
• Improve campus appearance. Needs a refresher.
• La escuela palmyra esta trabajando exelente con mi estudiante [Palmyra school
is working with my student]
• More STEAM projects.
• My children are both on the Autism Spectrum and are in Special Education. I
would like to see more information for us special needs families/parents on how
we can start now helping our special needs students prepare for college or other
career/work related programs that are suitable for them.
• Our kids would benefit greatly if we had after school tutoring available
(bilingual). Many of ours students don’t have English help with their homework
at home. Kids get their homework assignment in class but don’t always have the
reinforcement they need to fully comprehend the work.
• Provide future knowledge, on career building.
• Reduciendo el numero de estudiante por salon o clase, que las maestra cuenten
con una asistente para apoyar alos ninos de lento aprendizaje y no aburrir alos
mas abanzados por tener que repetir la leccion para no dejar a ningun nino
atras. [Reducing the number of students per classroom or class, that teachers
have an assistant to support children with slow learning and not bore bored
children for having to repeat the lesson so as not to leave any children behind.]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary
Palmyra Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• School must give a task to all student like creative work month in which all
student must submit creative work according to their ability give a task to earn
money by selling their creative product writing month in which they write small
article or story. giving task every month will make stronger
• Smaller teacher to student ratio
Increased language and culture immersion required for all
• Students feel less important due to the preference that Gate students are given
over regular students. This has caused rivalry within students. I think it’s horrible
• The best Success program and team
• The class is doing great as of now.
• Tutorías después de las clases [After-school tutoring]

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Panorama Elementary

Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary

Panorama Elementary

Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary

Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary
Panorama Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Add class(es) on Austrian Economics, life skills (renting, mortgages, insurance
policies, leases, investing, debt, FICO, business cycle, reading financial reports,
entrepreneurship, taxation/IRS, basic cost accounting, work ethics), Federal
Reserve/Inflation/Bubbles and constitutional law.
• I moved my son to Panorama this year after being less than thrilled about his
previous school. Mr. Mortenson and team are communicating with parents
regularly and finding creative ways to keep kids positively engaged in school.
Impressive!
• More Opportunities for community building. There are a lot, but it is so helpful
as a new parent/student
• -offer more, quality after-school enrichment activities
-provide safety plan if power should be shut off/emergencies
• Panorama provides amazing art education programs, such as ArtMasters, P.E,
and music classes. We love these, but it takes a heavy financial toll on the school
with lots of pressure from parents to fund these programs. More OUSD funding
for these programs would help.
• Provide resources for special education students. This year, unlike the past,
shows a real lack of support for students with special needs. OUSD needs to
reevaluate its special education program. Inclusion only works if it’s done right,
but when the district pulls all resources, EVERY child suffers.
• Teachers need to be more aware of monitoring use of technology as we heard
many issues with 5th grade. Students should have them removed if using
improperly or influencing others ability to work online
• Teachers need to not expect so much out of Kindergarteners. My son doesn’t
want to go to school because he feels like his work isn’t good enough. I believe
there needs to be more one on one help with people who are patient and can
explain things well.
• The school is very focused on challenging kids who excel while offering little to
kids who need a little extra assistance.
• There is no emphasis on tutoring or additional support to help my child in the
areas she is struggling with.
• We love Panarama, Mr. Mortenson and the staff!
OUSD should invest capital into the best elementary school in Orange.
• We need smaller class size to ensure Better success for our children. Full
inclusion students and general education teachers need more support in order
to ensure learning and safety for ALL children.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Prospect Elementary

Prospect Elementary
Prospect Elementary
Prospect Elementary

Prospect Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I want staff that helps my kids learn. Staff's idea of helping is to give them the
answers. That's not learning. I think the staff wants to have better test results
not better students. Teachers should not be taking tests for students just to look
good for their bosses.
• I would like Spanish to be offered. If he learned this second language it would
brouten his abilities to communicate with more people in his lifetime.
• More on hand projects in the STEAM LAB.
• Principal and staff need to be changed. Too old to inspire kids. Kids are not
getting the same education as rich neighborhood kids. Test scores are dropping.
Kids are taught the basics only. Restrooms are unsanitary. Poop on restroom
walls. Pee and water on restroom floor. JUST ANOTHER BARRIO SCHOOL
• School needs Hispanic teachers and principal. 90% students are Hispanic. 90%
staff is White. Racism is alive and well in the USA. Just look at our President.
Have teachers that care about La Raza. Current staff does not give a damn.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Running Springs Elementary
• Decentralize GATE. Currently elementary GATE funding is centralized at
schools within each quadrant which creates a lack of access for all who are
GATE identified. Once classes fill students some students are excluded.
Providing GATE programs at each school ensures all students are served.
Running Springs Elementary
• Easy to find/utilize resources for parents to help their students at home with
homework, particulary common core math.
Running Springs Elementary
• For elementary schools there should be field trips to the middle school and
for middle school, field trip to high school to introduce the children to the
next level. There should be college week in high school to introduce different
colleges.
Running Springs Elementary
• Great School. Kids love going to school .
Running Springs Elementary
• Having a class assistant all day everyday. 31 kiddos to 1 teacher seems like a
very difficult task, especially to assist in the learning of each individual child.
Running Springs Elementary
• I am impressed with school's communication process (both principal and
staff), leadership, and focus on student-contentedness. However, after 1st
grade's classroom observation, there is a high need to having behavioral aids
who can improve the learning process, equity, and environment for all.
Running Springs Elementary
• I am not sure, but so far, OUSD is a great community.
Running Springs Elementary
• I don't know how to enroll my child in STEAM lab or how to get her more
support. The teacher is our only way of communication and she is wonderful
however, I don't know who to contact if there are questions about programs
Running Springs Elementary
• Improve the physical environment of the campus and bring in more
innovative learning programs/ techniques
Running Springs Elementary
• Less children in class
Running Springs Elementary
• Let us know what they need to know so we can work together towards their
future.
Running Springs Elementary
• Mr. McLaughlin (principal) has shown tremendous leadership skills and
passionately encouraged community involvement. Also, Mrs. Alexander, our
daughter's teacher, have done an amazing job so far.
Running Springs Elementary
• Offering robotics to 3rd grader, especially if that 3rd grader (or in a lower
level) is highly interested, has prior building/coding skills and of higher
functioning as they can be a great asset earlier on to the program.
Running Springs Elementary
• Our school has recently added so many wonderful programs to enrich our
children's learning experience such as the after school h.w. help, adding
Spanish to part of the curriculum, and our new S.T.E.A.M. labs; ParentTeacher involvment is key to a child's success. Smaller class sizes would help
!!
Running Springs Elementary
• Socratic seminar, WICOR strategies, enrichment opps in academics and
extracurricular, research, opportunities for leadership, exposing robotics
earlier on for gifted and talented interested children. I will also be very
curious about how the Gate clustering at RS will work our for our child.
Running Springs Elementary
• Teaching big picture organizational and study skills. Not just specific to class.
More problem solving skills.
Running Springs Elementary
• The school is performing beyond our expectations and we rate our
satisfaction as 10/10. We love to see kids involved a little more in sports like
a weekly games hour in school time where they get to play soccer, running
race, so on.
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Running Springs Elementary

Running Springs Elementary

Running Springs Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• They need to improve the I formation system about first time students in
their school. We didn’t get information about the uniforms, the first day of
school drill until the letter was sent to us one week before start date. They
forgot to schedule my child Kindergarten assessment when I showed up
• We do not have online access to reading books or reading counts when kids
are at home. I wish my daughter would have more opportunities to be a
leader. I am a full time employee so as a Working mom, I want to be more
involved but I don’t know who to speak to. I wish there were more
extracurricular
• We need to be informed before we enroll our students about school policies,
uniforms, we are in total darkness until we start. Need pre-information
session

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Better technology facilities. More money for arts and creativity
• Brindando Clases de Tecnologia avanzada ya que en Serrano elementary hay niños
con altas capacidades de esa forma el estudiante se motivara e entusiasmara ha
tomar clases de Tecnologia . De esa forma los estaremos preparando hacia el futuro
tecnologico. [Providing Advanced Technology Classes since in Serrano elementary
there are children with high capacities that way the student will be motivated and
excited to take Technology classes. That way we will be preparing them for the
technological future.]
• Completely scrap and reimplement your Special Education Dept. It is consistently
out of compliance and provides inadequate support to students and educators.
• Even at the Kindergarten level, students are learning at different paces. After a few
months, students should be assessed and broken into even smaller groups (or
different classes) according to their learning levels. I feel like my student should be
progressing even more
• Get rid of common core
• Giving the students a more rigorous curriculum. I am disappointed to see that
serrano still continues to use Pearson even with the common core update. It is a
weak math program and the format it not innovative and does not expose the kids
to critical thinking.
• Having 1:1 devices would help students and a stronger math curriculum. Pearson
realize is outdated and not rigorous enough compared to other common core
curriculum. The common core edition of Pearson is not that much different than the
original program.
• I believe Serrano is doing a good job; however the district level, I strongly believe
communication and technology fluency are extremely poor. I am comparing OUSD
to Los Alamitos SD. Communication at the OU district level is particularly poor.
• I think the district is doing a great job so far. The teachers and staff at Serrano do
their best and put a lot of effort into developing good teaching plans. My children
are generally happy to go to school. The biggest struggle is doing homework after a
full day of school. Thank you for all you do.
• I transferred from a different school and Serrano is such a great school I wish I
would’ve sooner!
• I wish there was additional support, in or out of the classroom, for students who
struggle in specific academic areas. Ex: one of my children struggles in math. We
have asked for suggestions/tutor information but teacher could not provide.
Instruction does not seem to differ for a struggling student
• I'm not sure if the district has the ability to have a dojo with information they can
disseminate to the parents. I find this incredible helpful though the school and within
the classroom.
While my child has access to ipads, it is unclear if that is though the district or
teacher driven/grant.
• It can be hard to be involved as a parent with small children because there are many
class parties where siblings are not allowed. I understand why but it’s sad because
we’ve been at other schools where it was normal to bring smaller siblings. (Some of
this may just be my limited experience).
• Keep up the good work hiring teachers who make learning exciting and keep up the
students’ love of school.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary
Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

Serrano Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Lower the number of students in the classroom, especially by not accepting many
students from others districts. There should be a greater focus on positive
behavioral supports & character development, site wide (tier 1) More recess time,
earlier snack & lunch time, and play first then eat.
• My kindergartener would benefit from having more “hands on deck” during lunch
and recess. I feel that the student teacher/staff ratio is NOT sufficient.
I would also like more access to her student portal, even at a young age. The use of
standardized school programs would benefit her.
• No homework or projects that will be displayed at open house. Percentage for each
number grade. Use technology during learning, Google classroom (doc, drawing
slides, etc), seesaw, class dojo starting in Tk/kindergarten. Free morning and
afterschool care. Less student teacher ratio. Special educ
• Our child was in private school prior to Serrano and we were nervous about the
education she would receive at a public school. We could not be happier. The
teachers and staff have been amazing. We believe our child's current teacher is one
of the best teachers we have ever encountered. Thank you.
• PERHAPS OFFER ADDITIONAL ASSITANCE OR PLAN ON HOW THEY WILL HELP MY
CHILD WITH THEIR DEFICITS.
• Religious release time.
• S.E.S. teachers would benefit from more training on including students with IEPs.
Under previous principalship, we have experienced from several teachers dismissal
or refusal to follow accommodations, and discriminations & violations of IDEA &
FERPA leaving OUSD liable for legal action.
• There are enough teachers at SES that don't have the skills/training to properly
address the needs of a student with special needs/on an IEP to negatively impact the
overall experience of a SpEd student as he/she goes through the gd levels, as well as
leave OUSD liable and vulnerable to be sued.
• They can offer more financial, emotional and mental wellness courses, focus more
on technology and more classes that will help them in life and less emphasis on
irrelevant class like history. Also they can make class sizes smaller for a better
learning experience
• Worry less about creating new acronyms to "operate by" and spend the appropriate
money needed to update the facilities for all of the orange campuses.
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Sycamore Elementary

Sycamore Elementary

Sycamore Elementary
Sycamore Elementary
Sycamore Elementary
Sycamore Elementary
Sycamore Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I don’t not like how the school separates the students in one class, it does not help
with my child’s self esteem and I feel based on one test score the students should
not be separated to give room for bullying or questioning to why they have to leave
the class room to learn a certain curriculum
• I've noticed with the schools that my daughter has attended, teachers are so quick to
wrap remain and instead of getting to the core of the situation for thoroughly
investigating each situation whether it be a problem between 2 students or
behavioral issues. This year's teacher doesn't seem to care
• Poner mas atención a los padres cuando van a la oficina a hablar ha cerca de alguien
que está haciendo buling a sus hijos. Porque aveces no los toman en serio y el buling
a sus hijos sigue. [Pay more attention to parents when they go to the office to talk
about someone who is bullying their children. Because sometimes they don't take
them seriously and buling their children continues.]
• Promover espacios para enriquecer el idioma ingles, para Los niños aprendices del
ingles. [Promote spaces to enrich the English language, for children learning English.]
• Stay focused on the children's needs and help them when needed. So they don't fall
behind
• Sycamore is doing an excellent job with our students. Than you.
• thank you for all you do for my daughter
• Todo esta bien,pero seria mejor que las juntas del disttito fueran en la manana y en
la tarde no todos podemos ir en la tarde [Everything is fine, but it would be better if
the meetings of the district were in the morning and in the afternoon not everyone
can go in the afternoon]
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Taft Elementary
• A motivarlos a que sign estuviando y no auandnar sus estudios , pues eso es su
futuro. [To motivate them to sign and not add their studies, because that is their
future.]
Taft Elementary
• ayuda en mejoras para beneficio en futuro profecional. [help in improvements for
future professional benefit.]
Taft Elementary
• brindando mejoras en las aulas y oficina las alfombras, igual y brindarles mejoras en
su espacio cafeteria donde toman lonche los maestros. remodelacion en la oficina.
[providing improvements in the classrooms and office carpets, as well as providing
improvements in their cafeteria space where teachers take lunch. office
remodeling.]
Taft Elementary
• Con mas talleres y orientacion para ayudarlos a saber en que area ellos tienen mas
capacidad. [With more workshops and guidance to help them know in which area
they have more capacity.]
Taft Elementary
• Confio en que los maestros tienen yo un sistema educatiro eficoz. Gracias [I trust
that teachers have an effective education system. Thank you]
Taft Elementary
• En mi punto de vista yo creo que es muy bueno la calidad del personal academico de
la escuela taft. gracias por su apollo en la educacion de los ninos. [In my view I think
the quality of the academic staff of the Taft school is very good. Thank you for your
support in the education of children.]
Taft Elementary
• enfocando y motivando en gue realmente sonhables. [Focusing and motivating what
really sonhables.]
Taft Elementary
• estoy en totalid de acuerdo con el sistema academico hasta ahorita. gracias. [I totally
agree with the academic system until now. thanks.]
Taft Elementary
• Flexibility
Taft Elementary
• gracias por su apoyo hasta hora estoy conforme con lo que tiene. [Thank you for
your support so far I am happy with what you have.]
Taft Elementary
• hablar de carreras que pueduen ir a la universidad para recibir diplona. encontrar
alguna materia que les guste y luego que consejeros / as hablen de diferente cursos
que pueden toman. [Talk about careers that can go to college to receive a diploma.
find some subject that they like and then that counselors talk about different
courses they can take.]
Taft Elementary
• I believe that classes with inclusion students should have smaller class sizes and that
every elementary school should have a counselor for at least 2 days per week on
campus.
Making smaller class sizes would probably bring in students from other districts also.
Taft Elementary
• I think Taft elementary is better than my son's old school. I think Taft is a good
school because the teachers seem really carrying and kind to my son.
Taft Elementary
• mas clases onfocadas en cuanto la tecnologia y desaeealla [ more focused classes in
terms of technology and unravel]
Taft Elementary
• mas programas divertidos. [More fun programs.]
Taft Elementary
• mas programas para apredizaje de los ninos. gracias por todo lo que hacen por
nuestros ninos y que sigan dando mas ayuda. Gracias!!!... [more programs for
children's learning. Thank you for everything you do for our children and keep giving
more help. Thank you!!!...]
Taft Elementary
• Mas seguridad en la Escuela , hablar con los ninos acera de cuidar y respetar a sus
compaeros. [More security in school, talking with children about caring for and
respecting their classmates.]
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary

Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary

Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary

Taft Elementary
Taft Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• me gusta el sistema y pongan unas bancas. [I like the system and put some
benches.]
• One way will be about making bigger parking lot and neighborhoods that are easy
when its drop-off or pick-ups time so parents can not get tickets by police that
passed by because the houses around the schools complain about lots of cars by
their streets.
• Panerles un laboration y talleres para que se preparen [Paner them a laboration and
workshops to prepare]
• para mi quesen foquen mas asostareas ale er mircauso ser complidos cotado lo que
a pren de con sus maestros. [For me, I would like to focus on more asostareas ale er
mircauso to be complied with what they pay with their teachers.]
• Proviendo mas paseo escolares educativos, y consientizarlos de las consecuencias de
las malas desiciones que puedan tomar. [Providing more educational school trips,
and making them aware of the consequences of bad decisions they may make.]
• que les ensenen mas sobre edge. Gracias [to teach them more about edge. Thank
you]
• Que los preparen a los ninos de la escuela para la universidad. [That they prepare
them to the children of the school for the university.]
• Remove junk food from school. Growing brains are affected by preservatives,
artificial colors, too much sugar, and processed oils and food. Have fund raisers that
do not include these artificial ingredients. Encourage parents to bring healthier
treats for birthdays.
• Staff are excellent and communicate effectively.
• The greatest issues facing our schools in Orange USD, is that their are 3, maybe 4
schools who have every program, every incentive, every activity/event possible,
while the remaining schools are left behind. It is a travesty, and the district NEEDS to
enforce change. Education is NOT EQUAL in OUSD!
• They can improve the Special Needs program to help children that really need full
time aid due to lack of physical abilities.
• This is my child’s first year so I was unable to answer some of these questions
confidently as I am learning in this environment and also learning about the staff.
Something I would like to say is that the seasoned staff is very communicative and
responsive which I appreciate very much.
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Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
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Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A little more Gate time because there is no dedicated program. Maybe 30-45
minutes per day except Wednesday....where they all meet and have more critical
thinking/learning:)
• Academic help after school and STEM possibilities. STEM is pertinent to our
children’s future. I think more needs to be done. And engineering and coding is
important to me.
• As parents, we think education and better preparing our children for their future is
important, however, their childhood is of equal importance! The amount of HW
given is often excessive. There is now Friday weekend homework in 3rd grade?? Is
that necessary to achieve college?? Please reconsider
• Career day is great, especially if the volunteers can explain how education prepared
them or allowed them to work in their particular profession.
• Decrease class sizes.
• Economics, Public speaking
• Encourage teachers to take a more proactive role in personally reaching out to
parents whose children are struggling and offer any help they may need, such as
accessing Aeries portals. I know a few of son's friends who are missing up to 20
assignments and parents never know about it.
• Ensure teacher grading methods are consistent with district standards and also as
consistent as possible between teachers in similar grade levels. Focus on whole-mind
education to reduce the pressure of being "college and career ready." Work to
reduce anxiety and stress in our elementary children.
• Evaluate the need for homework and the effectiveness of homework that is
assigned.
Evaluate grading policies to be sure that the student' learning and progress are
reflected.
Evaluate textbooks, assignments, and expectations to be sure they are
developmentally appropriate.
• Focus less on state testing and more focus on critical thinking and writing skills.
• Give more support to the teachers who spend more time in discipline then teaching.
There needs to be a space for children who are struggling emotionally in the
classroom so it does not bring down the rest of the class.
• Homework very essential. student must be informed about his weakness in any area
regularly. students must me informed about their mistakes in any test and should be
told the right answer for any question not only grading the test. US education should
be number One worldwide.
• I believe many small thoughtful things can be done to improve all our kids wellbeing. As their understanding of race is still forming. It’s a great opportunity to
minimize their exposure to experiencing feeling like the ‘other’, and be smart about
using diverse visuals. The unspoken speaks loudly.
• I love this school and feel that the staff is extremely caring. My only wish would be
that all teachers work from a uniform communication platform vs. requiring parents
to regularly check 3-4 programs/apps to stay looped in.
• I still see many times where students are asking their teacher for help with an
academic issue and they are told to ask their peers. I am sorry, YOU are the teacher
not the other students. It is the Teachers (paid) job to help the children otherwise
get a new job. Too many instances of this happen
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I think additional support and tutoring available for struggling readers after school.
• I think there needs to be more team bonding and more strict dress policies as the
the kids move to upper grade. T
• I would like to see more opportunities for working mothers to get involved. PTA
(Home and School) meetings happen exclusively during work hours. It would be
helpful to at a minimum, alternate a morning and evening meeting.
• I’d like to see less homework focus in early elementary. She should be able to
complete in class, not have to work at Home during family time.
• I’m worried about high frequency words, not college.
• In 6th grade, the studying program must be closed to or similar to 7th grade so that
the students would be prepared as transition to and get familiar with Middle School
environment. The students mostly are struggling with 7th grade. Thanks!
• Less Homework.
• More consistent music opportunities as well as athletics.
• More STEM nights. More information and parent cooperation on project based work
with students to achieve STEM level education.
• More up to date equipment in the class rooms for Science/Technology
Like to see more in sun protection awareness through out the school district for our
children.
• My child is of school age but struggling to keep up with her classmates in
kindergarten. There should be some type of program for struggling k who are not
meeting grade level criteria
• Please have someone chek the water fountains. My children and smother children,
for the past two years, note a “weird taste”. They have also brought it up to the
teachers, who acknowledged the issue. Please check that it is consumable, fresh
water. Thank you.
• Provide academic supports/interventions after school for struggling students.
• Provide all children in the district with iPads, not just the lower income or lower
performing schools. Many children at school like vpe come from lower income areas
in Orange, but we’re able to transfer into a better school.
• Provide more time to write down assignments and more details to parents on
assignments so they can better assist their children at home.
• Reading Counts is a requirement. Enough opportunity is Not being provided in the
classroom for kids to take tests! Kids read & then for get the details when they take
the test because too much time has passed! It’s difficult for parents to take kids to
the library for testing when hours are limited!
• Reading Counts system is ambitious. Each child is expected, by grade level, to earn a
certain amount of points per trimester. Yet, children are Not given the opportunity
WITHIN the class to take RC tests. Alternative timeframes offered are not feasible for
working parents. This is 10% of their grade
• Reduce classroom sizes.
• smaller class size
• Teach more life skills. Provide more technology such as robotics.
• Teach to the individual and not the test. Encourage interests rather than forcing
students to all be the same.
• The school can separate students according to their levels
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Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park Elementary

Villa Park Elementary

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience that
will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• There are not any other ways this school can improve, they have every
social/academic need, just better food, maybe.
• There is so much focus on extra reading that all my kids hate reading, it is shoved
down your throat. When I was in 3rd grade I wrote a story that was over 20 pages,
because we had to do writing daily. I do not see very much writing at school unless
in gate. My kids were ill prepared for jr high
• There is way too much homework that is not a continuation of school work.
• Tutoring will be greatly appreciated for subjects that struggle with certain subjects.
This school does an excellent job because of the parents involvement.
• VIlla Park Elementary is need of a mental health counselor more than one day a
week. Our counselor has a full caseload and is at a place where he is hesitant to take
on new cases due to his one day present a week and the demand at our school site
for a mental health counselor.
• VPE is an amazing school, what make it an amazing school is the parents, teacher,
staff involvement. Everyone looks out after the students well being. Ias a parent
would like
• VPE track team returning and robotics team option
• Way too much homework/classwork online. So much time is wasted
troubleshooting technology issues and mostly technology is a huge distraction to
what really is being taught. I understand the attempt to integrate technology in as
many subjects but that becomes the focus and not the current subject.
• We nearly didn’t come back to this school because of my son being bullied.
We need more STEAM and more communication on what’s going on in the
classrooms and how our student is doing from the teacher’s perspective.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A HIGHER CAPACITY IN ROBOTICS CLASS WOULD BE IDEAL
• Adopt a new math plan and no homework policy. My kinder has least 2 hours
worth of homework each not and we can not do that and it is
overwhelming...the assignments do not add anything.
• Diferent type of Workshop. Field trips to college schools
• Encourage all kids of all grades to be involved in the different progroms as I only
see it for older kids.
• Es muy importante, desde mi punto de vista, que los maestros consigan un
espacio de confianza para todos los estudiantes. La comunicacion es necesaria
para que el niño pueda sentirse como en casa cuando esta en la escuela. Mi hijo
no se comunica facilmente con su maestro/a. [It is very important, from my
point of view, that teachers get a space of trust for all students. Communication
is necessary so that the child can feel at home when he is at school. My son
does not communicate easily with his teacher.]
• Everything’s fine, I think they have already improved in the past years.
• Financial Education
Better Tech Programs
Thank you
• Fomentar mas o explicar mas a los estudiantes que quieren hacer en lo
profesional en el futuro. [Encourage more or explain more to students who
want to do professionally in the future.]
• Have a career training day where students can try out different jobs that look
interesting. Maybe a week long event where they sign up ahead of time.
• Have more consistent events that promote STEM, in a fun and encouraging
manner. Provide information regarding to headstart process and how parents
can volunteer at school. There are parents who are ready to volunteer, but do
not know how.
• I am very happy ,with the school and my daugther loves ther 2nd grade
teacher.
• I personaly believe ousd is doing everything they can to improve my sons future
and future goals
• I wish the school can give students to explore in different career major. At this
age it maybe too early to think about their future career, but I think it’s a great
opportunity to explore some careers major to see their interest so they can
have an idea of a major when they get to college.
• Learn Spanish
• May the school focus more in writing skills for the students? Because Title 1
schools are usually falling behind with writing skills. The students mostly likely
will suffer when they get to a higher education level.Thank you very much.
• Me gustaría que tomara la opinión de que necesidades básicas son importantes
para la escuela como motivación tanto para paredes como para los niños. [I
would like you to take the opinion that basic needs are important for the school
as motivation for both walls and children.]
• My child has had Mrs. Lewis and now, for K, Mrs. Smith. They both have been
great, and I like West Orange a lot! Both of us (parents) do.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• No estoy segura pero estoy dispuesta a recibir información de como ayudarla
[I'm not sure but I'm willing to receive information on how to help her]
• Nothing! Doing a great job!
• Orientarlos mas en las diferentes tipos de Carreras Educativas que hay y en
que areas estan interesados para ejercer una profesion que les guste.. [Orient
them more in the different types of Educational Careers that exist and in which
areas they are interested to practice a profession that they like.]
• para mi esta perfecto todo como lo trabaja la school, [everything is perfect for
me as the school works,]
• Please provide more teacher aids and support for teachers.
• Reduce class sizes.
• School can help talking to students about different careers and how to choose a
major of study so they can continue to think about it and prepare until they get
to college.
As a parent I struggle how to help my child choose a right for himself. I don’t
know what to say or to lead my child.
• There should be less use of technology and videos to teach subjects such as
math and more hand on training. I also think that there would be after school
tutoring to assist kids who are struggling in core subjects.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Be more proactive in addressing instances of racism. More training for teachers
and staff to be more culturally competent
Cerro Villa Middle School
• BETTER FACILITIES. The classrooms are quite sad. More technology!!!!
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Cerro villa is an excellent school. Teachers are always very helpful and well
prepared. The principal Mes.Ogan is Excellent. She is a great listener, very
professional-‘Ivonne and Goldsmith at student services me are great resources
especially when translating to
Excellent
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Evaluate the need for homework and the effectiveness of homework that is
assigned.
Evaluate grading policies to be sure that the student' learning and progress are
reflected.
Evaluaute grading policies to be sure they are an accurate measure of learning
and not a method of classroom discipline.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Facilities are in poor shape and need improvement.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• For teachers to take the time and teach on a one to one level with the students
if the students are not getting the class work or homework or even if they are
giving a sign of a bad grade that means that student needs help on one on one
level with teacher.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Get rid of the Leadership class. There are a large number of kids who apply but
who do not get in. This leads to an "us vs. them" situation where the Leadership
kids bully others and consider them "less than" since they did not make it into
the class. There are other ways to promote leadership.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• I would ask for better communication in regards to homework. Trying to figure
out what class has homework and accessing said homework can be difficult.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• I would like to see more help in all schools regarding mental illness and the
effects of social media.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• I would like to see more parent involvement with the spanish speaking parents
so we can be informed of the programs you have. coffee chats with principal so
she can tell us what is going on in her school and we can get more involved and
not feel that we don't belong in that school.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• I’m really hopping that OUSD will strongly focus on improving my children’s
education towards a career and college and not pushing the lgbtq agenda on
them,what and how they could feel that day or how many ways they can do
sex. THERE IS NO ROOM OR PLACE IN SCHOOL FOR lgbtq
Cerro Villa Middle School
• My child strives to do well in school. I don’t have to micromanage him. He
enjoys his teachers and classes. Academics seem to be easy for him. I feel that
he will be ready for college when that time comes.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Nos puede ayudar en k tengan mas paseos a museos a diferentes colegios [You
can help us in having more walks to museums at different schools]
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Nothing else is needed. This school has everything, academically and socially.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• OUSD should try to make us have more homework but gives good grades to us
that are participating.
Cerro Villa Middle School
• Overall I'm happy with CerroVilla however, some teachers teach a one size fits
all model with emphasis on rote type memorizing. I do not see individualized
instruction tailored to specific needs. This is also the second year my child has
had a subs for at least a semester in key subjects Math/ Eng
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School

Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School
Cerro Villa Middle School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Overall the Principle does a good job at communication and the teachers
appear to be motivated. Some minor to mid level behavioral issues with the
school create a distraction in an otherwise well run campus. My daughter is in
the honors program(8th grader) and I would recommend the school overall.
• Provide more funding to the Mandarin students for books in the language they
are learning. Provide Mandarin tutoring from and aide or student teacher (or
someone other than teacher, like a college student)
• Providing students with 1:1 devices will help them have a more innovative
curriculum
• Start early encouragement regarding what the students enjoy and where they
excel at at an early age. Also, to support the students with volunteer activities
in the areas the students seem to flourish best in.
• The amount of homework in accelerated math needs to be reduced. The
amount of homework combined with all classes is too much. Students need
time to relax after school and participate in activities outside of school. The
amount of homework given has been impacting her involvement in other
activities
• The football team need new equipment;flags and jerseys
• The leadership & staff at this school is exceptional. Continue to focus on
writing. Improvement at both CV & VPHS levels re continuity for the math
curriculum. There appear to be some holes & the lessons are important for
their foundation &SAT/ACT scores. Wellness Ctr. is needed and needs support
• There are too many grades, i.e. graded assignments, every single trimester.
Instead of all the energy being spent on constantly working on and turning in
small assignments (most of which are not very academically helpful) time
should be spend on more in depth learning of concepts and ideas.
• There needs to be consistency from K to 12th grade of technology and STEM.
While the school has programs here and there, it needs to do a better job at
making sure all kids take technical courses. Make it mandatory. Also better
writing instruction as there are many poor performing teachers at CV
• They can offer more financial, emotional and mental wellness courses, focus
more on technology and more classes that will help them in life and less
emphasis on irrelevant class like history. Also they can make class sizes smaller
for a better learning experience.
• They van tell you what events could happen
• Typing classes since everything has to be typed these days;
anything /tools that helps them be independent and manage their time on their
own.
• We are in desperate need of increasing and improving our counseling staff. Cuts
this year to 1-1/2 counselors is ridiculously inadequate, and a huge disservice to
students, staff, and the reputation of an otherwise outstanding school. Grateful
for the adv math program and exceptional honors teachers
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• bullying/harrassment is not dealt with. Principal is rarely seen or
communicates with parents. Textbooks are outdated, not enough
technology for all students. There is no professional development provided
to teachers, which is apparent in the lack of critical/creative assignments
for students.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• Carline for pick up is a nightmare. Kids are running/darting across the
street in the middle of cars. Parents are driving on the wrong side of the
road and/or pull indiscriminate u-turns without warning. PLEASE INVITE
POLICE TO MONITOR.
THANK YOU TO ALL RANCHO STAFF FOR AN EXCELLENT JOB EVERYDAY!!
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• Don't like that response to problems tends to be to punish all vs the
offenders. Things get taken away (no hoodies, no parent at school day) as
a "solution" vs dealing with the problem. You dont parent this way (punish
all kids when one misbehaves) so why run a school this way. It is lazy.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• I feel that my child lacks certain communication skills due to technology. I
would like to see more opportunities to learn how to verbally
communicate which could vary from verbal informational presentations to
seeking information from a person beyond a text or email.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• It is VERY concerning to me that El Rancho is a completely open campus.
My son does not feel safe with this, neither do I. In today’s climate it is
crucial for there to be a one way entrance/exit where identity can be
checked/verified. Children or strangers could easily walk on or off campus.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• Keep encouraging life skills and electives since academics aren't the only
thing important in life. Also, find opportunities for students who aren't at
the top of their class to be recognized for achievement and keep them
motivated.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• Leadership opportunities are restricted to the traditional ASB model. With
high student enrollment this limits the number of students who can
develop these important skills. Consider models that are more inclusive
and allow for greater numbers of students to participate in leadership.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• My son tells me all the time that he hates school, even though he's very
bright. He tells me school is boring, except for PE and guitar, but that the
music teacher is not that good of a teacher because she teaches from a
book and doesn't really know how to play the guitar.
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• Quit the implantation of Gender Identity Sex classes!
El Rancho Charter Middle School
• The school's IEP intervention plan on a child behavior is very well written.
However, there is no evidence that it is carried out properly. Audit
program on how plans are executed can benefit. Many times, things being
written down do not match actual practice.
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McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• A very well structured school!
• Allow 6th grade outdoor education to span 5 days instead of 3. This year’s
6th grade class is missing out on valuable educational opportunities
because of last year’s classes failure to meet a financial goal. This is unfair
to the students.
• Ask what college the child or children want to go to and have the
brainstorm goals for the future.
• Be aware if a student is sick for a long period of time and is not here for a
large portion of a lesson. They will not succeed on a test given. They will
fail. Which really put stress on the student.
• Career Exploration
• Counselors to guide with college prep classes. Gate program and honor
class available. More elective classes available and specialized teachers for
the subjects taught. Smaller class size.
• En primera es no cortando ayuda a la escuela,, teniendo programas para
ayudar y motivar a los niños en Sus classes dar ayuda a los maestros para
que puedan ayudar a los niños, en no sentirse tímidos al preguntar en
clase y dándoles esa confianza para lograr sus sueños. es muy importante
la ayuda [In the first place, it is not cutting off help to the school, having
programs to help and motivate the children in their classes to give help to
the teachers so that they can help the children, in not feeling shy when
asking in class and giving them that confidence to achieve their dreams.
help is very important]
• excellent school.
• Excessive homework.2-4 hours per night.Passing periods are virtually
nonexistent. Nutrition break less than 10 minutes. Lunch only 10 minutes
of free time! Student stress levels are off the charts.The material covered
in Phoenix House is inconsequential due to real issues within the daily
schedule.
• Fewer students in each class should be a priority.
• Great school
• Have children visit and tour local colleges campuses as field trips.
• Healthy Lunches
• Help parents understand better the ways teachers use technology to be
transparent with what goes on in the classroom.
• How about having people not having to worry about giant spiders and
cockroaches in the bathroom stalls. Also people not vaping at the school.
• I believe if we have more parent/student sessions school it will give
families more information for their children excelling in school and college
preparation.
• I believe that skilled tutors after school are necessary every day to help the
kids that are struggling with their assignments.
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McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• I feel that the 6th graders get a ton of information poured down their
throats without little preparation other than sink or swim. I have thought
about enrolling my child in counseling sessions because some of the kids
seemed overwhelmed with the use of not only a majority of technology to
function.
• I feel this school is great for my child and it has improved tremendously so
I do not think it needs anything else.
• I think that you should give children less work to do because when i was
young we just answered some questions and that was it there was barely
any homework. So I think you should give these kids less homework.
• I think the district should have more staff visit the classrooms while
teachers are teaching. My student came home and told me how different
the teacher acted when visited by someone from the district. The
teachers need to have more patience while teaching their students or get
another job.
• I think they should make policies a little less strict. I also think that they
should let them have the freedom to make decisions and do things on
their own. But if the teacher is always on them then they can't make their
own decisions. They do what the teachers tell them to do. That's what I
think.
• I would like to see McPherson be a model of inclusive education.
Supporting each classroom with the resources (teachers, staff, materials)
necessary to ensure a safe environment for all learners.
• I’ve never had a problem with the SPED programming, but getting most of
the gen ed teachers to honor the IEP is frustrating and sometimes and
exercise in futility which could result in future lawsuits.
Also, all teachers need to get on the same page as far as google classroom,
edmodo, etc Pick 1!
• If the district can spend some money on better restrooms for the students
it would be great. I would love to see more music/art programs within the
school hours for all grades (k-8)too.
• Improve restrooms cleaning
• It seems like this year the 7th grade teachers are great at communicating
with the parents about how their student is doing in the classroom. I hope
this continues next school year and as a parents I'm not left in the dark, if
my child is struggling in a class.
• it will teach our kids to be more social like public speakers also to prepare
us for the real world.
• Make it easier for kids to reach out for tutoring
• may be have an after school reading program/ homework help
• Maybe more communication skills.
• McPherson is a wonderful school. There are many opportunities for
students to thrive in the areas of science and technology. I wish that VAPA
was offered for 6th graders. Not just music after school. My daughter
isn't interested in instrumental music but loved the VAPA classes she took
in fifth.
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McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
McPherson Magnet (6th-8th)
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• More Executive Function activities, teaching, and guidance would be great.
• More focus on writing.
• My child will go to a private high school so I can't speak for how OUSD high
schools will prepare them for college and beyond, but I can say that I think
McPherson Magnet prepared them very well for high school, both
emotionally and academically.
• Need more help with study skills and technology.
• One of the most important things it’s not taken away the help I. All
programs thanks to programs and helping the teachers it’s the base to
keep our kids in school and they will be very successful in the future the
kids are our future the we need all help posible from the school district
• OUSD can help children learn more information that can help educate
them in learning and in helping them in the future. Students learn a lot
from McPherson Magnet. McPherson is also helping students with their
self behavior. Students learn a lot about science, history, and other
educated subjects.
• OUSD could Improve my students education by having a nutrition class
and technology class.
• Please continue to keep an eye out for kids who are stressed or insecure
and offer counseling, this had made a difference. Thank you.
• Please have tutorss / teachers available when children need a refresher in
a subject / math problem etc (after school)
• Please help them learn and develop by providing healthier, and fresher,
meal options. The food will cause health issues in the long term.
• Please Make sure that Teachers check that students understand their
instruction.
• Poner sesped área de juegos para Kindergarten ay un área de tierra y los
niños cuando juegan se resbalan con la arenilla y suelen tener accidentes
La sombra en el área de lunch, hacer más baños para los niños de
Kindergarten, Hacer más grande el espacio de recreo de los niños
pequeños [Set a playground for kindergarten and an area of land and
children when they play slide with the grit and tend to have accidents The
shadow in the lunch area, make more bathrooms for children in
kindergarten, make the playground bigger of young children]
• Provide a way to view children’s assignments. Classroom Newsfeed has
not been available to parents this year. Aeries isn’t always updated right
away.
• Teachers need to respond to their emails.
• Teachers should be more respectful to the kids and they should not be
mean.
• Test taking skills
Study skills - practice on how to pull the main idea and important details
from a text.
• The restrooms really need to be upgraded. They have been gross since
kindergarten, eight years ago. My eighth grader won't use the restroom
and waits until she gets home. That is not healthy.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The school could improve access to more computers for all grades (K-8).
The bathrooms for boys and girls are in need of improvement.
• The school Facilities are outdated, soap does not work in may of the
restroom, toilets get clogged often and the door dont close correctly and it
violates the privacy of all student in all grade levels.
• The school's bathrooms are atrocious. My children despise using the
restroom at school because of the smell. They would rather have a tummy
ache than to use the school toilet.
• The wait to help the kids it’s helping the teachers not cutting programs
class rooms need to have everything clean and working all appliances
clean floors and good walls in that environment kids will be more
confident and peaceful to work better and concentrate better kids
deserve good schools
• There should be an emphasis on reducing the number of students in each
class.
• They don't need to they all ,ready are.
• They need to get hands on for activities such as basic skills for survival.
• They should do nothing and keep what they are doing.
• We can kick out all the non athletic children so we can focus more on the
more engaged and athletic students.
• We wish our child could have more safety in the school.
• What we need to do is by giving them more hw so they can feel more
confident when they go into college.
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Portola Middle School
Portola Middle School
Portola Middle School
Portola Middle School
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Ayudar a combatir el bullin [Help fight the bullin]
• Better teacher student ratio
• Creo que la mejor manera es hacer equipo entre Padres,estudiantes maestros y
personal educativo [I think the best way is to team up between parents,
student teachers and educational staff]
• Implement field trips from elementary and middle school students and parents
to visit universities and colleges to visualized option for future college students.
Implement more workshop to promote more parents involvement.
• In order to have a functional they need to eat a proper lunch and adequately
time. If the bell rings and they are still making line for lunch they are excuse for
the next class but that makes there class time short and takes away from
learning.
• Maybe go visit universities or colleges so they can have an idea of what it's and
feel motivated for they future
• Me gustaría que hubiera más apoyo de parte de padres hacía la escuela para
poder trabajar juntos para una mejor Educación [I wish there was more
support from parents to school to work together for a better Education]
• No fufu Promote Dr.Boucher to principle.
• se necesita mas involucramiento de los padres. [more parental involvement is
needed.]
• There is not much parents participation to support activities or programs for
there childrens .Promote more parents participation.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational
experience that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character
limit)
• Athletes can see how students of white race are always given
preference in many situations. This creates conflict and goes against
what I teach my children tolerance fairness and equality.
• Me gustaría que el español que les brindan se más claro [I would like
the Spanish they provide to you to be clearer]
• mucho comunicasion con mi ijo [a lot of communication with my son]
• my daughter had some psychological challenges as she was entering
middle school.... sch psychologist and sch councilor never reach out to
me or updated me how she did after my sit down & emails I sent to
them about my concern. Now she’s 8thgrade we over come that
phase due to parent support.
• There should be more options for core academic classes (math, English,
history, science) than just "Standard" and "Honors." Some kids need
remedial courses. Others need something more challenging than a
standard course, without the demands of Honors. Otherwise, this is the
best school in OUSD.
• Too much homework takes away from family time after school and
other activities. My child wishes he had time for sports and theater
(theater is outside of school after school) but because of the heavy load
of homework he cannot do it. Also we cannot stand Reading Counts
being a part of the grade.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• As a new 7th grader, i feel that many teachers are doing a fabulous job in
supporting the education of the student. The school is very supportive of the
student and the family at every level. I feel that the spanish teacher could
provide more clear instructions as i was having difficulty following
• Cada estudiante debería de tener su propia tableta en lugar de libros ya que
son demasiados pesados para traerlos todo el día. Y esa tableta llevarla a casa
tal como se hace en la California .
Se necesita un instructor de cada instru.de música para mejor aprendizaje del
alumno+ personal d vigilanci [Each student should have their own tablet instead
of books as they are too heavy to bring all day. And that tablet take it home as
it is done in California.
An instructor of each music instructor is needed for better student learning +
personal monitoring]
• Do community service.
• Mas motivation a los a lunos y a los papa's ma's heramietas para seguir a
pollado a nuetros hijos como consejeros para que nos enseñe como prevenir
los peligros que ay adentro dela escuelas y afuera y motivación para no dejar de
ayudar a nuestro hijos tiene que ser lo primordial para un futuro mejo [More
motivation for some and the poorer heramietas to follow our children as
counselors to teach us how to prevent the dangers inside and outside the
schools and motivation to not stop helping our children has to be the main
thing for a better future]
• Math club also helps
• More electives such as choir, performing arts, drawing and painting, softball,
cross county digital media,
• Para subir toda la tarea para el niño que está ausente puede hacer el trabajo
que se dio el día [To upload all the homework for the child who is absent you
can do the work that was given the day]
• Pienso que el distrito está haciendo lo posible por que nuestros hijos sean
exitosos y pienso que están haciendo lo posible porque los alumnos alcancen
sus metas el resto depende de nosotros los padres. [I think the district is doing
its best to make our children successful and I think they are doing their best
because students reach their goals the rest is up to us parents.]
• Tengo la preocupación más grande y es saber por padres y alumnos que aún el
año anterior niños consumían y vendían drogas. A la hora del lonche no alcanza
a cubrir a todos alumnos Las mochilas son demadiado pesadas por tantos libros
Sería bueno que cada estudiante tuviera una tableta y llevarla [I have the
biggest concern and it is to know from parents and students that even the
previous year children used and sold drugs. At lunchtime it is not enough to
cover all students Backpacks are too heavy for so many books It would be good
if each student had a tablet and carried it]
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Although the office staff may listen to our needs they seem to be slow to
respond if at all. The intake process is slow. The waiting process takes too long =
several days to weeks. Follow-up is weak for any concerns of parents. Open
campus is not safe. Should be gated and closed for higher safety.
• Appropriate planning of high school classes to ensure she can get into college
• Assistant Principals can be more helpful and available to talk to students and
parents on important issues. We have had a very bad experience.
• Backpacks are still too heavy. Too many notebooks, etc..
• Being a Freshman parent I can say I might be in the wrong school. Dress code is
not enforced - girls are in short shorts and have sleeveless or mid drift shirts.
Teachers don’t update grades regularly. If you want parents to take
accountability than teachers need to update.
• Better communication with parents. 1/2 the stuff this survey is about I’ve heard
nothing of.
• Canyon is so focused on AP, college and academics that it doesn't offer many
practical life skills classes, such as auto shop, construction, culinary arts,
plumbing, woodshop, etc. Would be really nice for all students to get exposure
to these things. Will come in handier than many other classes.
• Canyon is VERY run down. We need upgrades. The fields are in terrible
condition. And we have a new field we can not even use. OUSD needs to get
moving on getting that open - we are starting seasons were 6 teams need
fields.
• Canyon needs 1) Stronger Math Teachers and Dept. 2) College Guidance and
Mental Health Counselors 3) More control and better academic teaching in Gen
Ed classes 4) Teachers need more accountability. Positives 1) Great
club/extracurricular opportunities 2) Measure S implementation 3) Parent
support
• CHS needs stronger security in and around campus daily! BathroomS, local
businesses, gym, etc...should be patrolled intensely. Dress codes should be
better enforced or uniforms used. Law enforcement should patrol school area
and businesses nearby often. Backpack, lockers, and drug dogs needed.
• Conduct performance reviews on teachers and counselors to make sure they
are effective in doing their job in teaching the students.
• Continue to inform them of college and career pathways
• Even from the questions, there is an emphasis on helping kids who are falling
behind. But there is not enough emphasis on helping kids learn the difference
between excellence and mediocrity. The kids know there’s no real discipline
and no reason to try to succeed. Looking forward to new buildings.
• Everything is great
• Finish the construction and remodeling faster for gym and science building.
• Give the students more technological advances
• Going back to the general basics in life. What REALLY matters! Schools these
days DO NOT guide students in the direction of real life, but more unattainable,
intimidating and unrealistic goals on many academic and social levels. Let's go
back to the importance of reality!
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Have a required class that shows real World Finances - show how to budget,
pay bills, explain credit and debt, and discuss how to obtain student loans and
explain how long it will take to pay them back. Also show how to create a
resume, apply for college, and a job, etc.
• Have better facilities and address mental health & vaping issues! We also need
a permanent full time social media/website coordinator.... someone to
management the flow of information.
• Having admin observe teachers in the classroom more often and unannounced.
My kids have said several times that their teachers are not teaching them but
simply telling them what to read and my kids will say that they feel like they’re
teaching themselves.
• Having younger counselors be engaged with students.
• How is it that Canyon has known drug dealers students and they still attend our
school. It’s really sad these teens are exposed to this situation at school. Also,
the bathrooms are known bad areas for teens doing bad things. We should
have a police officer and K-9 at school frequently.
• I would like a stronger focus on writing skills. I am a high school English teacher
and I've been surprised at the slow pace in which essay writing is taught. My
child's honors English teacher is great, but his regular English teacher last year
was not strong.
• If a parent has a question about activities at the school and asks a leader (not
teacher but manager/administrator) they are too busy to even respond. Call
back during working hours Monday through Friday when you are also working.
So absolutely no help.
• Inviting real college freshmen to talk about SAT exam experiences, school
classes college and life.
• It seems like their staff is stretched thin. Support more staff (counselor and cte)
and get rid of bad teachers. Bring back college fair.
• It would be great to see more focus on the music and performing arts at
Canyon. Talented kids are going to YLHS and O. Lu because of their theater and
music programs. Being respectful of students feelings, and faculty modeling
professional responsiveness to emails would support the strategic plan.
• It's important that the teachers in core classes (math, science, english) are
equipped with all technology and materials to effectively teach the class.
Depending on parent donations etc. for these areas does not ensure critical
needs will be met.
• Keep the teaching staff up to date on all current teaching methods.
• Lots more personal time w counseling. My bet is she hasn’t the first clue as to
what my son is interested in. Proactively meet w him!
• Lots of talk, very little tangible action. If they spent as much time on students as
they did on raising money for the gym that would be a significant improvement.
Have purposely withheld significant support gym College prep is awful, please
look at what’s done by high schools on the East coast.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Make some workshops mandatory for students and/or parents to attend, and
communicate with parents.
Consistency for teachers-some are wonderful and update the portal in a timely
manner, some are mean-spirited and leave the children with no desire to excel
or think long-term. Anonymous student survey.
• Meet with students individually more often. Meet with parents individually to
inform and confer regarding college planning.
• Monitor teachers to ensure they enter grades regularly to keep parents aware.
Hire coaches that are experienced, qualified, and professional at the
corresponding level.
• my childs grades are bad. talk to the counselor and all i got was community
college talk, weird, very weird. i want someone else to want to help me with my
child in getting better grades. he's very smart and will get a 'A' or 'F' very rare
to see anything inbetween. HELP.. do i get HELP
• My daughter has not received any help, encouragement, or information on
internships, financial aid, career planning, workshops, etc... The one college fair
they've had was at lunch and she has minimum day so that did not apply.
• My daughter was most excited about her engineering class bc she wants to be
an architect. It said in the course description that they will touch on
architecture, but there hasn't been any. All assignments have been online with
reading and answering quest.s and she's learned nothing. Waste of time!
• Need legitimate engagement! All kids should be free from administration
bullying- each kid motivated to learn.
Adult negligence, and laziness is the new norm in OUSD.
All of our kids have been harmed by OUSD athletic coaching, and “counseling”
negligence
{Staff member] needs to get off his
• Need to start prep in Junior year for college. I am hoping there will be
workshops in the Spring vs waiting til Senior year. Would love more support of
the Arts/Theater. Sports promoted on web and SM but not the other things our
kids are involved in. Principle seems biased towards sports vs other
• New gym, new pool, new buildings, new parking.
• PLEASE EMAIL CANYON FAMILIES ABOUT SAFETY MEASURES FOR
CONSTRUCTION ISSUES. MY DAUGHTER SAYS TRYING TO GET OUT/WALK OUT
OF SCHOOL IS A NIGHTMARE. HAS FIRE INSPECTION BEEN DONE TO ENSURE
SAFETY OF ALL KIDS??? Concerned about a stampede in case of emergency.
TAKE CARE of our kids. SAFETY FIRST!!!!!!!!
• Please get better math teachers. Math program is known to be very poor all
around. Part time teachers do not get grades in for weeks!! Kids are frustrated
with doing homework on computer vs paper to see work steps.
• Prepare seniors for college a bit earlier with applicant process.
• Provide a safe learning environment- school is an absolute mess and not a place
that encourages academic focus as well as social-emotional and physical safety.
There doesn’t seem to be any thought in place for how to navigate these
factors that affect students and teachers during the construction
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Real life understanding of how things work would be a great start. Personal
Finances, managing a budget, communication skills are the keys to help them
be in college and get them ready for their careers and basic life functions in
general. We need MORE of this!
• Safe/Clean environment - my child walks into the bathrooms and there are
other students in there vaping!
• Schedule tour for us
• Stop making them do tasks just so the district can check boxes. How about we
actually focus on students and not data?!? Support the teachers by walking
around and seeing what they need. Stop asking them to fill out them forms.
• STOP WITH SCHOOL.
• Teach more real life learning classes.
• The school buildings and athletic facilities are horrible. Our children deserve
better.
• They need to have more involvement from school on classes and college apps
early on as most kids unless 4.0 students will get declined at CA schools clearly
out of state is easier but the school needs to guide kids better starting 10 th
grade year into getting done what needs too
• Training teachers to be able to teach or hire the ones that know how to teach.
Our kids use lots of outside resources to learn what what they should have in
class. Extremely frustrating!!
• We need a district wide college fair. We need more access to psychologists and
counselors to improve mental health. Students that don’t vape feel like
students get away with vaping in class and the bathrooms. We need better food
on campus. Canyon is a friendly place, but they lack resources.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Actual listen to people dont treat us like you are superior just because you work
in education, bring real people into roles at the district that know what to do to
make things better and who are educated but not educators stop being so
superior thing over families and people we know you judge us
• Con mas ayudas con becas. [With more grants with scholarships.]
• Deben involucrarse mas en la seguridad de todos los estudiantes porque
ahorita esta muy feo porque hay alguien que esta llevando cosas que se les
estan ofreciendo a los estudiantes y no ponen atencion en esa parte y es donde
los estudiantes estan en peligro!! [They should be more involved in the safety
of all students because right now it is very ugly because there is someone who
is carrying things that are being offered to the students and do not pay
attention to that part and that is where the students are in danger !!]
• Eliminate bullying that goes on continually with administration all the way to
the principal doing absolutely nothing to prevent it or discipline the bully. This
should be investigated and the school administration should be reprimanded to
the point of losing their jobs where appropriate!
• Excited about changes: new building, pool, stadium but this has been stressful
for kids. Construction noise, const traffic, tragic loss of student, behavior of
students that followed loss, & inability to play in the stadium. Growth is good
but tough esp for my senior/class (new bell sch each year)
• Follow Child find laws.
The no D policy for math is wrong. A "D" can be earned first semester and will
meet A-G requirements. To only give A,B,C,F discriminates against students
earning credits and validating 2nd semester with a C. El Mo doesn't seem to
want average kids getting into 4 year college
• Have less kids in each class with 2 teachers that can answer questions. I don't
like the combo class my 5th grader is in 4/5 grade combo at LaVeta The teacher
is trying to teach two different lesson plans and when my daughter has
questions she is not getting the help she needs.
• Hire qualified staff who actually want to be there. Actually enforce bullying
policies.
• How much money was wasted on creating a new Strategic plan for the district?
It seems like a huge waste of resources. I would like to see the pool finished
before my child graduates, four sport teams need this facility and we are driving
our children all over the place to participate in Athletics.
• I didn't know they had most of the things you listed, about college scholarships,
internships, we don't here from the school unless something tragic happens.
• I haven't been impressed with ElMo. My son regrets his choice to attend ElMo
over VP. Renovating the stadium before the dilapidated classrooms is a huge
disappointment. Coming from McPherson, ElMo feels like a giant step down in
caliber. [Staff member] leaves a lot to be desired as well-Very hands off
• Increase school safety
Grade appropriate college workshops
Encourage involvement
• Interview skills would be a nice workshop. Extra engagement with students who
are struggling. Student leadership where juniors and seniors mentor freshmen
and sophomores so that every student is connected to someone.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• It can be difficult for students that take a heavy course load, trying to get a
great GPA to be competitive for college, to have any time to really explore
things to find out what they like and what careers they may be interested in.
• It is very disappointing that the school pool is still not complete. School
bathrooms are not acceptable. Who wants to go to school with roaches? I
wouldn’t. Some teachers at this school need to retire. They don’t care about
teaching and school principal hands are tied. [Teacher] is one of them.
• It is very important that counselors are friendly, patient, and interested in
helping every student. Counselors can be dismissive and impatient which deters
the student from returning for guidance.
• Mandatory meetings with counselors to discuss future plans and desires
including instruction of what is required academically and behaviorally to reach
those goals.
• Maybe need to pay attention to students who are struggling.
• More and easier access to assigned counselor. My daughter has been denied or
discouraged from talking to her counselor all three times she’s tried this school
year. :/ Not sure why, but very frustrating.
• More help in helping our son with socialization, and better counseling to ensure
preparedness for College but also for NHS, and school recognition (everything
coming to us from talking to other parents, not the counselor)
• My child is not always informed about college visits to the school, it is more
geared to seniors
• Need attention paid to the students that are not well connected to school.
What system can be put in place to engage all levels of learners? My child has
nothing positive to say about school, but also nothing negative, just nothing to
say. We need to change this. Thanks!
• Pay attention to the struggles my child has. If my child does better with certain
teachers and with the way the teach compare to others than they should be put
with them to better them selves
• por el momento todo meparese muy bien [for the moment everything is very
good]
• Solamente un poco más de platicas para que ellos piensen que quieren estudiar
o que profesión deben tomar!! [Just a little more talk so they think they want to
study or what profession they should take !!]
• Some Teachers really care about their students success others do not care and
do not provide the help. Teachers should speak to all students with respect and
not judge. The school should look for other methods for student engagement.
The athletics Dept. should have a fair selection process.
• Start mandatory personal finance requirement (including investing)
• Teach accountability and consequences for students, teachers, coaches,
administrators, and parents actions. They are learning that money and who you
know in a position of power get you what you want and this is wrong. Teach life
skills, and right from wrong by example. Adults need to do what’s right
• Teachers have very little control of students in classes. Bullying is done by
students and staff
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Tener una orientación vocacional , para saber en realidad que quieren seguir
estudiando en la universidad . [Have a vocational orientation, to really know
that they want to continue studying at the university.]
• The counselors need less kids and should meet with them more frequently. A
counselor at Elmo told me when I asked about help choosing or getting into a
college...that they have too many kids to do that. Said their main focus was
dealing w the kids failing HS not the ones going on to college.
• To have qualified teachers in the subject matter that they are teaching. For
example, not a teacher who's taught Spanish for so many years teaching a math
class due to a shortage of math teachers.
• Town hall meetings for students to have input on decisions and plans at their
school, teaching them civic responsibility as a community not just as ASB
leaders.
• Very disappointed in the Film class. Turns out this wasted class wasnt even
necessary to join EMTV. 3 months of school and still no permanent teacher.
Disgraceful. Talk about a class being forgotten.
• Very pleased with all El Modena staff, the Principal is doing a good job as well
as the teacher whom we meet when necessary to know more about our kids
education and progress.
• What classes are offered that offer real life experiences? Projects that will help
them develop problem solving skills
• When your child cannot use the restroom because it’s full of kids who are
vaping or smoking and the smell is obvious, there is a problem with security.
Also regular fights at school. There doesn’t appear to be any consequences for
the ones that misbehave.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• a mi me gustaria que se hubiera platicas a los jovenes para motivarlos a ser
mejor seres humanos, tambien como tener o desarrollar una madures
emosional. Me gustaria que hubiera personas que den conferensias humanas
como personas que han superado dificultades y ahora son exitosas. [I would
like to have young people talked to motivate them to be better human beings,
also how to have or develop an emosional maturity. I would like there to be
people who give human conferences as people who have overcome difficulties
and are now successful.]
• Better parking ro wait for student and better lunch options.
• Es mi opinion que deberian de usar un espanol mas claro y conciso porque hay
cosas que no se comprenden. esto ayudaria a entender y dar mejores
respuestas de nuestras necesidades [It is my opinion that they should use a
clearer and more concise Spanish because there are things that are not
understood. this would help to understand and give better answers of our
needs]
• Establecer una lista de carreras, que desafortunadamente estan
desapareciendo, porque estan siendo sustituídas por la tecnologia. [Establish a
list of careers, which unfortunately are disappearing, because they are being
replaced by technology.]
• I think expectations for honors and AP students could be higher. Sometimes I
feel like "better than other kids" is good enough for an "A" for some teachers
instead of treating each kid individually and encouraging them to be the best
they can be,
• I would like for the school leaders to visit classrooms on a continuous basis to
make sure students are engaged in their academics.
• Insistir y animar de manera si se puede personal alientando a cada estudiante a
que es mejor estar presente y tener un mejor futuro asistiendo ala escuela.
[Insist and encourage in a way that staff can be encouraged by encouraging
each student to be better present and have a better future attending school.]
• Maestros que MOTIVEN mas a los chicos...... [Teachers that MOTIVATE the kids
more ...]
• Make more announcements regarding campus events
• me gustaria mas informacion acerca de la univercidad [I would like more
information about the university]
• Necesitan capacitar más a los maestros y vigilarlos porque hay algunos que no
cumplen con su trabajo de enseñanza [They need to train teachers more and
monitor them because there are some who do not fulfill their teaching work]
• Not applying the sex ed in the school
• Orange high School has done a great job with teaching my son. He is mostly
been an a student in all his classes. The opportunity to have good grades results
from hard work on both parties. Great learning opportunities are available.
• Orange High School should have PSAT/SAT prep class for students.
• Orange HS is being great for my two sons
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Para mi como mama es muy importante que se den a entender mejor ya que el
espanol o traduccion que aqui se usa es mas confuso que otra cosa , por esa
razon una no puede opinar acerca de las preguntas porque es muy dificil de
entender su espanol. Gracias!!! [For me as a mother it is very important that
they understand each other better since the Spanish or translation used here is
more confusing than anything else, for that reason one cannot comment on the
questions because it is very difficult to understand their Spanish. Thank you!!!]
• Que sea mas claro el español e igual manera para los maestros que enseñan
este idioma,para los alumnos que estan tomando clases y sea mas entendibles
para su mejor aprendizaje de ellos .Gracias [Let Spanish be clearer and the
same way for teachers who teach this language, for students who are taking
classes and be more understandable for their better learning from them. Thank
you]
• We receive emails for things that are both important and don’t pertain to us.
However, it would be great to have the calls/emails also to remind us about
non-student days and early release dates! Thanks!!!!
• Work shops to explain the process of preparing for college .
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• [My child] is struggling in math. He does not receive much help. He had to
drop Spanish because of teacher attitude. He needs extra help in Math.
• A 'real life' course that intro's them to the costs of daily life. Practical skills such
as understanding checking, savings accounts and other intro to becoming
fiscally responsible. Their parents' lifestyle is not necessarily theirs and that
they must study/grades to achieve their desired lifestyl
• Ablar de el futro para los estudiantes i que nustros hijos abrovetion sus becas
para sus universidades. [Talk about it for students and that our children
abrovetion their scholarships for their universities.]
• Adding even more security on campus will allow students to focus more on
academic challenges.
• Administration should encourage engagement by students rather than mere
attendance. Athletics should not run the school! There is more to VPHS than a
winning sports team. Administrators should be educators not coaches.
• As they get older more communication should be sent out
• Ask about how the student feels and wants to happen. Many students feel left
out in certain activities because they cannot do it or accomplish the
requirements,
• Be more proactive in addressing racism and other forms of oppression that are
not conducive to a safe learning environment
• Being more proactive with students that show and interest to grow and go
beyond high school
• better ac for the hot days
• By engaging students in school activities and listening to their needs. Taking
each incidence of bullying seriously and addressing it promptly. Making sure
teachers are not biased or prejudiced on the basis of color, creed, ethnicity or
national origin and treat all students equally with dignity.
• Communicate available programs. The school does a poor job communicating
to parents and I'm an involved parent. Most of the time, I have to ask other
parents for information. In addition, staff are not helpful and do not answer
the phone.
• Complete current facility upgrades and continue to make more, including with
technology.
• Completing the project of finishing the track which affects my daughter. It’s sad
that our school has so many hardships right now and it’s affecting the kids
attitude about the school which is sad.
• Couldn’t be happier with the experience my children are having at school. The
staff is excellent.
• Counselors need to meet with students regularly to check on grades and college
prep areas and guide them in the right direction towards meeting their goals
(whether it's pursuing college or trade school). The counselors need to reach
out to the student because the student will not initiate this.
• Courses covering basic life skills such as money, car care, etc.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• CV the direct feeder school to our high school needs to do a better job at
preparing their students to enter high school. This applies to academics and
preparing them to turn work in on time. In addition, CV needs to hold their
students more responsible on the discipline end as well.
• Each school needs to offer a better selection of Career Pathway Courses or
maybe an alternate would be to offer the class in the late afternoon/evening
when they can get to another location. Perhaps a survey of what the INCOMING
students are interested in for planning purposes would help.
• Encourage them! Give them tools. In my kids case they want to go to college
and I do not know the system in USA, it’s hard to get help or accurate
information to apply to scholarships, what is the process, etc.
• Estoy muy contenta con todos los programas y deportes, la educación villa park
la mejor escuela.. [I am very happy with all the programs and sports, education
villa park the best school ..]
• Evaluate the need for homework and the effectiveness of homework that is
assigned.
Evaluate grading policies to be sure that the student' learning and progress are
reflected.
Evaluaute grading policies to be sure they are an accurate measure of learning
and not a method of classroom discipline.
• Fix the school. Two years on a field is beyond acceptable. 3 new administrators
that nobody knows and fail to become familiar with students and families is not
acceptable.
• Focus on STEM/STEAM. Tustin & Placentia Linda are years ahead. Foothill High
school has so much technical training & VPHS has nothing. The robotics team
does not even have a spot & the new building will not have a garage for the
robotics team. Focus more on tech & less on athletics.
• Get some counselors at the high school level who care and know what is going
on. My children's counselor at Villa Park is terrible. He gives no direction and
when I asked for help he dismissed my concerns. Very disappointed.
• Give extra credit to students who have their parents proofread essays and
writing assignments with signatures to prove it. I rarely see any of my child's
writing assignments and know she could use the support. She just doesn't want
to spend the time to show me and make the changes.
• Good job. But please continue to keep the school safe. There are some reports
at the ladies restroom smells marijuana. Just to check and making sure child
safety..thank you.
• Had an issue with my child’s language courses not being compatible with the
UC System even though we thought we were meeting the requirements. I
didn’t learn of this until my child was applying to college. I wish it would have
been pointed out earlier. A meeting with the counselor as a Junior would
• Have counselors that do not give poor advice. Have teachers that are
supportive and held accountable for their actions and inactions. A principal that
is not focused on athletics only and loses the few great employees they have.
Mr. Lee Mr Jones
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Have the career center or college center, if applicable, send out communication
to parents of the different scholarship opportunities with deadline dates,
internship programs, ROP Program and when college reps will come give
presentations at the school at least a week in advance.
• Have volunteers to help students understand and show what they are not
understanding in that certain class and help students 2 times a week so that
every student will understand and comprehend exactly what each teacher is
teaching and that to have better communication.
• horrible service with staff that works with parents from front office to
counselors its not because my son has an urge to succeed but unfortunatel the
counselor did not do anything for him. he wants to be a doctor and it would
have been helpful if the counselor would have taken her time to guide hm
• HS overall doesn't do a good job of preparing our future generation with
planning, multi-tasking skills. Candidly overall critical thinking skills. They are
woefully unprepared for the real world. I would offer classes - electives to help
them.
• I believe the discipline system is quite ludicrous and must be revamped, you
guys are sending our children to jail they're teenagers!
• I haven't heard anything about Trade School opportunities. Also, the testing to
see where their interests/aptitude lies.
• I think having to sit with the counselors Freshman year to map out classes and
when to apply to colleges would have helped.
• I think OUSD needs to do a better job with technology by providing IPads or
laptops for students. Tustin unified is far ahead of Orange in this area.
• I think that OUSD can improve on offering PACT and more PSAT opportunities
rather than just the one PSAT at school. Some friends in the Yorba Linda District
talk about how they can take practice ACT's and we're not offered that.
• I think they should be able to do classes they would like to do in the future as a
job sometime. Like nursing, building, cooking, etc. there are many kids that
don’t know what to do because they don’t have hands on experiences.
• I work for cal state fullerton. I would advise more field trips to the local
colleges. CSUF has a very good tour I often see school children of all ages
attending.
• If possibly graduates to come back and discuss how they transitioned after they
graduated from High School.
• Implement ASAP the block schedule like Canyon HS model. It is better for
student learning & evens out the workload. Also, to be competitive VP should
adopt it bc it can help w/enrollment #s - especially for honors/AP students & for
student athletes. Why wait? Writing needs to improve & use tech.
• Improve school technology. I feel this school needs upgrades.
• Increase safety on campus. The amount of student fighting is out of control.
Put a stop to in class vaping being ignored by teachers. Provide the same level
of support to ALL sports programs equally. Enforce the ineligible rule for all
students including "star" athletes.
• It seems as if everyone is too busy to really take time to effectively
push/guide/incent good students to become great students. Seems like more
guidance counselors and/or "coaches" are needed.
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School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• It would be helpful to do field trips to some of the local universities for campus
tours. I think a big concern for college bound students is how to pick a major.
More career exploration would help narrow the confusion.
• Keep up doing a great job. Remember that’s the kids come first
• Lower class sizes (too many have 30+ to over 60 & disruptive) Help teachers
with any necessities. Strengthen internet/network throughout it affects greatly
the teachers & students daily. Air conditioning/heating adequately in all
classrooms. Teens need more academic encouragement. Positive attitudes
• Make the campus safe. Put a fence around the campus.
• Meeting with their counclers more than once a year. There was no one to offer
guidence through the year, no one on one with the student.
• More focus on smart kids who are struggling, particularly freshmen who are
having difficulty transitioning to high school. There is a need for parent
volunteer opportunities that are not part of official PTSA. It would be great to
have a VPHS Foundation to support the school and its activities.
• More guidance on college planning, how to get financial aide, scholarships
• More info available to students & families for college applications, scholarships,
and time frame involved for those would be helpful.
• More practical classes and electives for special needs teens.
• more robust counseling sessions for those students who plan to go to college.
What they need to do and when in their freshman-senior year. My student is an
AP and honors student and is on the college path and has seen her counselor 2x
over the past 3 years. The rest we figure out on our own.
• My child does not feel safe at VPHS
• My child is on a 504 plan and I don't feel he is getting the attention he needs.
There is 0 communication from the school to us even though he is doing poorly
in all classes. Some of the accommodations we asked for we were told were not
available but we know that they are. Not impressed at all.
• My child should not have to use their phone at school in order to complete
assignments. Thanks
• My child strives to do well in all his classes. He is internally motivated. He
enjoys his teachers. If he needs help, he will ask a teacher or a friend. I think
Vphs is doing a good job preparing my child for college.
• My Children are thriving in the High School environment. Many opportunities
are given and open to new people trying for the first time. The staff is excellent
and caring. Our counselor Mr. Pham has been available and flexible.
• My son graduated from Orange County School of the Arts (OCSA). One of the
many things they did right is dedicated part of composition class to writing and
fine tuning college essays.
• My son has two teachers that regularly fail to update grades/assignments. This
has been dissapointing. He is regularly an A student and in both of these classes
has ended up with a C+. Students should have the ability to know how they are
doing in a timely fashion so that they may correct things.
• Need better discipline. Kids are vaping in class and in the bathrooms, and kids
are regularly offered marijuana edibles on campus. Bringing the dogs back on
campus has really helped.
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What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
Villa Park High School
• Need of an accounting class, life choice and consequence type of class, life
survival in all environments.
Villa Park High School
• Need to have more classes that focus on money management and banking
Villa Park High School
• No communication on how my student is doing, or how they could do better.
Don’t even know when there are min days or no school days until morning of. I
don’t feel my student has access to any the items questioned about in this
survey. If avail, again no communication from school about it.
Villa Park High School
• Not sure if they already do, but they should have trade schools (Fidm, UTI,
nursing, etc..) come on college days.
Villa Park High School
• Offer a course of leadership or team building. Possibly make it mandatory for
juniors or seniors to prep them for job placements and/or life experiences.
This can help a reserved/quiet child or any child gain confidence in
communicating and sharing ideas instead of being shy or embrassed.
Villa Park High School
• Offer more tutoring
Villa Park High School
• Our overscheduled kids need to organize and prioritize. The days of teachers
assigning last minute assignments is long gone. Teachers need to get on board
with these new challenges and allow kids to plan
Villa Park High School
• Partner with local businesses and have them inform students what they are
looking for in new employees when it comes first to experience and second
educational requirements.
Villa Park High School
• Please allow/encourage student to create study clubs. Good students could
help the low performing students. This will be mutually beneficial for both
sides, voluntary experience counted toward college resume while helping other
to improve grades. This also help the VPHS to improve its performance.
Villa Park High School
• Please offer more than one college admission presentation and do more
noticing.
Villa Park High School
• Promote the importance of college to students and parents. Provide reading
material that help us understand how to help our children get ready for college.
Villa Park High School
• Provide a football field and a gym for student to participate. My son has never
played on the football field here.
Villa Park High School
• Provide more emotional support due to bullying, violence, & criticism are more
around them, then ever before. Counseling is a great source to know where my
child wants to be led & provide her with the correct information towards what
she needs.
Villa Park High School
• Provide safer schools and upgrade buildings, classrooms, etc. Enclose schools
so they are not accessible to intruders. Counseling needs to meet more
regularly with students to prepare them for college. Allow sophomores to park
in lot so they don't have to cross busy streets. Lot is never full(VP)
Villa Park High School
• Que exista mas comunicacion entre os estudiantes y los consejeros, para que
sepan que clases o recuersos necesitan para ir al colegio o a la universidad.
[That there is more communication between the students and the counselors,
so that they know what classes or resources they need to go to college or
university.]
Villa Park High School
• Que los preparen a los ninos de la escuela para la universidad. [That they
prepare them to the children of the school for the university.]
Villa Park High School
• Realize alot of students but they need to contact parents also it is the parents
responsibility to. If students are struggling other than report cards.
Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Ridgid disciple, and encouragement to be a better person...
• Send parent emails weekly or monthly at the latest with upcoming events or
resources, so we can help encourage our kids as they learn to become an adult
and be responsible for their own path. Helps us to stay in the know.
• Some kids are so consumed and stressed with achieving high scores and grades
for college acceptance that they don’t have time to consider, let alone, engage
in much else. I feel there should be mandatory time set aside to focus on social
skills and leadership.
• Some of the teachers have been teaching for a very long time, and are not up to
date on newer technologies or events that can make their individual teaching
experiences more interesting to the student. Maybe go outside the box and
engage more with their students instead of going by text books.
• Some programs are only available by word of mouth, after it’s happened, by a
select group of VP residents. There should be official announcement from the
school (ie. Mock trial). Also very challenging to get assistance from school,
outside of regular, if child is struggling.
• Students need to have a campus that is not eroded physically, temperamental
relative to infrastructure and so singularly focused on athletics. Football
(sports) should not have the presence that it does. Assemblies for sports
teams, pep rallies for sports teams, millions of dollars spent.
• Teachers that care about the students and councilors that know how to council.
• Teaching of the course material needs to improve. Although some teachers are
invested in teaching, others are checked out and make little to effort to engage
and support students. My child and I find it difficult to get the academic support
needed to ensure success.
• The Coaches for the athletic organization in which my child is participating
stresses athletics over academics. My child has been told to “skip math or
English” but don’t skip practice. Exceptions are made to keeping athletes on the
team with lower than a 2.0 because of the “needs of the team”.
• -The facilities are ancient!A new science building?Only scratches the surface.
-District is wasting money with science buildings.
-The field remains a mess
-The campus needs to be more secure; Gates needed
-The Football Team is an atrocity.Kids on drugs & breaking rules. Adults look
other way
• The facilities at VPHS are terrible. 1 new building is nice but the condition of the
other buildings is very poor. Fix what is broken! Especially the athletic field. 3rd
gen family attending VPHS and it looks EXACTLY the same. Dr. Miller, however,
is an amazing principal and Jason Pham is gr8 too!
• The school consistently failed my children in the misrepresentation of
requirements needed for graduation. All of my students were told what was
needed for entry into a 4-year college. These requirements differ from those
needed to graduate. Present ALL paths to graduation. LET THE STUDENT
CHOOSE!
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Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School
Villa Park High School

Villa Park High School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The school should have the staff prepare the students for college. I see no real
preparations for the transition to college. I. E. What are the requirements for
the universities. I lived overseas for some time. And from day one the kids are
preparing for college. From passing the intrest exams.
• The teachers need to teach and not rely on computers to teach the kids. Also
the teachers should return homework and tests in a timely manner so the child
can learn from their mistakes. Give classes on real world applications such as
writing checks, balancing check books, buying car ins., health ins
• There is no support for students striving to attend big universities. It has been
said that is the parents responsibility. More concern on “bad” kids than
fostering the process of applying to college. Vaping is out of control! Instruction
with rigor is lacking. No continuum between grade levels.
• There needs to be an understanding with teachers, most probably are aware,
that not all children learn/comprehend in the same manner. My child, in one
class was having the hardest time learning lessons. Once moved to another
class/teacher he picked it up.Very important for teachers to help if needed
• They need more computer classes and workshops
• Todo está bien [Everything is fine]
• Trade classes will help students find what they want to do early on and provide
items and services that the school or programs need like podiums or fixing the
band’s box truck when it needs fixed.
• Up the counseling program. Re-evaluate who are the counselors, some are
much better than others. Parents should not have to pay out of pocket for
private college counseling. Help with personal statements, proof reading, etc.
Info and help on best ways to get into top colleges when they are freshmen
• Very disappointed with the Districts/schools handling of construction at Villa
Park this year. It seems the district went with low bid instead of best for the
job. We continually hear it's unforeseen circumstances, a good reputable
company plans for those things and doesn't take over a year to fix.
• Villa Park is a wonderful school and doing a great job! Thank you!
• Vocational training for kids who don’t want to go to college.
• VPHS is an amazing high school that offers all students the opportunity to
succeed. There should be more emphasis on all the colleges the past students
have attended. This will give the current students the confidence that VPHS is
the path to a college of there chose.
• We love Villa Park High School!!!!!
• When a parent actually reaches out with a concern, maybe, I don’t know, look
into it. I’m far more disappointed in Villa Park HS than any other pathetic public
school my child had attended. I reached out for support and was told my
concerns were not valid. Villa Park = basic standards.
• You can stop letting the football team play players without having the grades
to be on field. Some of these kids do not have the grades nor have they been to
class or attend regularly if at all. The fighting has made me question the safety
of my student and the drug use is rampant. Ran out o space
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School
Child Development Center

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• This school is amazing! The teachers and the director do everything they can to
support my child to have a wonderful learning environment. This is my second
child to go through this program and they just keep getting better and better.
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OUSD Community Day
School
OUSD Community Day
School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Otra manera para mejorar Ousd experincia es la tecnologia [Another way to
improve Ousd experincia is technology]
• Para ayudar ousd mejorar la experiencia creo que technologia. [To help ousd
improve the experience I think technology.]
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OUSD Home School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• pues tiene todo.:-0gracias [Well, it has everything. Thank you]
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Orange Unified Pre-K SDC
Orange Unified Pre-K SDC
Orange Unified Pre-K SDC

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Everything they do already is helping my child be successful I am very happy
with his school and everything they do and continue doing for him.
• I LOVE THE SPED TEAM AT OPK.
• The teachers here are great. I see my daughter growing in many ways.

Note. Comments are transcribed as they were received.
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Other - Write In
Other - Write In
Other - Write In
Other - Write In

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Do test to identify gifted of advance skills at early age
• Everything is great so far so good. I love the learning links prog and ms. Anna.
My daughter is learning so much with this program. Couldn’t be any happier l. (:
• Preschool, 0-5 old programs, Early learning
• This is a fine program and I am grateful we found this!
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Confidential Comments
School
Anaheim Hills Elementary

Chapman Hills Elementary
Chapman Hills Elementary
Crescent Elementary

Fairhaven Elementary
La Veta Elementary

La Veta Elementary

Lampson Elementary

Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Lampson Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Linda Vista Elementary
Cerro Villa Middle School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• Not an answer to the above question, but the main office secretaries at AHES
are not friendly whatsoever (for years). Many other parents and I have
discussed this and both secretaries need training in social skills and need to be
taught how to smile and speak to parents in a friendly manner!
• Teachers are great, the administration is lacking especially the front office
Secretary.
• The secretary is spiteful and unapproachable. The principle is unreceptive to
critisism and does not take the well being of my kids to heart.
• Remove Mrs. Simonson from the school. She has NO patience to teach and
clearly does not enjoy her job. I have expressed my concerns to the principal
and was dismissed with her saying that she was an excellent teacher. I was
assured she would have the teacher address concerns w/me & NOTHING was
done.
• BETTER FOOD!!!! AND MORE NICER SUPERVISORS AT THIS SCHOOL BECUSE
THERE IS ONE SUPERVISOR MRS.CUENTAS IS REALLY RUDE AND GIVES REALLY
BAD! COMMENTS TO THE KIDS!! uhhh!
• Many Teachers at La Veta are mature in age, disgruntled, disconnected from
the needs of the child and verbally acknowledging they’d like to retire and do
not agree with the curriculum. The front desk woman, is a nightmare,
impossible to communicate with and rude.
The atmosphere feels toxic.
• This year they let go of a good K teacher,Ms De Torres,and had Mrs Racine
replace her, a teacher who has not taught Kinder for years, who was not
prepared for this change. I was really disappointed to learn that my kids home
school is now rated higher than la Veta.
• Before they hired someone make sure they have they right skills to perform
they job they going to be assigned too. For example the Principal of Lampson
doesn't perform the job the way he should. he doesn't have the skills and the
mentally he have it's on his own benefit and not the students . thanks
• Office Manager really rude & racist
• Office staff is rude
• Sra. Melinda es grosera con los hispanos [Mrs. Melinda is rude to Hispanics]
• The office manager is rude and unprofessional
• The women that doesn’t speak Spanish in the front office is very rude an racist
with parents
• Great school. It seems though we have less technology tools than some other
schools in the area. Most of the teachers are really good with the exception of
Mrs. Peal. The Principal and school nurse are great.
• My child teacher (Mrs. Bramel) provides ZERO structure in her classroom.
Especially with kindergartens, structure is a MUST.
• The STEAM class needs improving to be more excited than it is instructed now.
It supposed to be a fun class to take. Mr. Pedersen’s PE standard at CV should
be re-evaluated. His standard is too high for a regular PE. Being fit is good but
not suited for a regular PE. It suited for a boot camp.
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El Rancho Charter Middle
School
McPherson Magnet (6th8th)
Canyon High School

What other ways can OUSD improve your child’s or children’s educational experience
that will help them be college and career ready? (300 character limit)
• The communication from this school to Parents is the worst I have ever seen.
The principal, Michelle Walker is MIA. She leaves the handling of the school to
the counselors, even when there is a serious situation such as bullying or
hospitalization, Walker doesn’t even respond to emails. Terrible!
• I dont like the principal very mean yells at kids and is very harsh
•

El Modena High School

•

El Modena High School

•

El Modena High School

•

El Modena High School

•

Need legitimate engagement! All kids should be free from administration
bullying- each kid motivated to learn.
Adult negligence, and laziness is the new norm in OUSD.
All of our kids have been harmed by OUSD athletic coaching, and “counseling”
negligence
Abercrombie needs to get off his
I am so disenchanted with the principal at El Modena. PLEASE get someone
with true leadership skills in there. I know students do not like her and the staff
has little respect for her. THat's a bad formula for a school.
I haven't been impressed with ElMo. My son regrets his choice to attend ElMo
over VP. Renovating the stadium before the dilapidated classrooms is a huge
disappointment. Coming from McPherson, ElMo feels like a giant step down in
caliber. Ms Netherton leaves a lot to be desired as well-Very hands off
It is very disappointing that the school pool is still not complete. School
bathrooms are not acceptable. Who wants to go to school with roaches? I
wouldn’t. Some teachers at this school need to retire. They don’t care about
teaching and school principal hands are tied. Ms. Shelby is one of them.
The principal needs to be more interactive with parents , she needs to be
outside when students come and leave her precense is important. She needs
to step out of her office and be more outgoing and interactive. Mr. D. At
Santiago is an excellent principal always on the look out and alert..
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